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PERSON AND NUMBER IN PRONOUNS:A FEATURE-GEOMETRIC
ANALYSIS
HEIDI HARLEY

Universityof Arizona

ELIZABETH RITTER

Universityof Calgary

The set of person and numberfeaturesnecessary to characterizethe pronominalparadigmsof
the world's languages is highly constrained,and their interactionis demonstrablysystematic.
We develop a geometricrepresentationof morphosyntacticfeatureswhich provides a principled
explanationfor the observed restrictionson these paradigms.The organizationof this geometry
representsthe grammaticalizationof fundamentalcognitive categories,such as reference,plurality,
and taxonomy. We motivate the geometry throughthe analysis of pronounparadigmsin a broad
range of genetically distinct languages.*

It is generallyacceptedthat syntacticand phonologicalrepresentaINTRODUCTION.
tions are formal in natureand highly structured.Morphology,however, is often seen
as a gray areain which amorphousbundlesof featuresconnect phonology with syntax
via a series of ad hoc correspondencerules. Yet it is clear from the pronoun and
agreement paradigmsof the world's languages that Universal Grammarprovides a
highly constrainedset of morphologicalfeatures,and moreoverthat these featuresare
systematically and hierarchicallyorganized.' In this article we develop a structured
representationof person and numberfeaturesintendedto predictthe range and types
of interactionsamong them. More specifically, we will motivate the claims in 1.
Claims
(1)
a. The language faculty representspronominalelements with a geometry
of morphologicalfeatures.
b. The organizationof this geometry is constrainedand motivatedby conceptual considerations.
c. Crosslinguisticvariationand paradigm-internal
gaps and syncretismsare
constrainedby the hierarchicalorganizationof features in the universal
geometry.
* We would like to acknowledge our great debt to the fieldwork done by many linguists that gave us
access to the paradigmsof a wide range of endangeredlanguages. A numberof the languageswe cite have
fewer than twenty speakers.For extensive comments on earlier versions of this work, thanks especially to
Hotze Rullmann,Heike Weise and Horst Simon, BrianJoseph, and two anonymousreferees. For other help
with the developmentof these ideas, thanksto Diana Archangeli,Hagit Borer,AndrewCarnie,Eugene Chan,
MichaelCysouw, Dan Everett,JohnFrampton,Diana Green,Ken Hale, MorrisHalle, Riny Huybregts,Eloise
Jelinek,Kyle Johnson,MaryLaughren,Alec Marantz,Rolf Noyer, Phoevos Panagiotidis,FransPlank,Harold
Popovich, KerenRice, Leslie Saxon, MargaretSpeas, andaudiencesat the Universityof Victoria,Ben Gurion
University of the Negev, Tel Aviv University, the University of Toronto,the 1997 Annual Meeting of the
CanadianLinguisticsAssociation, GLOW98, and the special session on pronounsat the DGfS 2000 meeting
in Marburg.Thanksas well to the researchassistantson the Universityof CalgaryPronounDatabaseproject:
Rebecca Hanson,HeatherBliss, Jen Abel, and Sheena van der Mark.The materialin ?? 1, 3, and 4 represents
a significantlyexpandedand revised version of ideas presentedin Harley & Ritter2002. This researchwas
supportedby SSHRCC grant #410-98-0328 to Ritter and an NSF PostdoctoralFellowship to Harley. The
orderingof the authors'names is alphabetical;this work representsequal effort on the partof both authors.
Since agreementmarkersare realizationsof the same morphologicalfeatures, we assume that this set
of morphemeswill also lend itself to a geometricrepresentation.There are, however, a numberof issues to
be sorted out before our proposalcan be extended to this domain. Notably, we need a betterunderstanding
of the natureof the grammaticalmechanisminvolved in agreement(copying vs. checking, for example), as
well as a reliable diagnostic for distinguishingbetween pronominalclitics and verb agreement.
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d. The interpretationof subtreesof the geometrymay be relativizedin tightly
constrainedways so that language-specificinterpretationof a given featurewill dependin partupon the contrastsavailablewithin thatlanguage.
In order to substantiatethese claims we demonstratethat a geometric analysis can
shed light on children'sacquisitionof pronounsand on paradigmsthatmanifesta range
of unusualproperties.In the course of this demonstrationwe drawon our own database
of 110 languages, as well as descriptionsof other exceptional languages discussed in
the literature.
1. FEATURE
GEOMETRIES.
Linguists agree that there are natural classes of morpholog-

ical features. This is reflected in the universal classificatoryuse of the terms PERSON,
NUMBER, and GENDER,as well as other classes of features not discussed here. At least

this much organizationis unconditionallyassumed,and furtherorganizedrelationships
among these classes of features have often been noted, although not often treated
theoretically. For instance, Greenberg (1963) observed a number of crosslinguistic
generalizationsaboutthe clusteringof features,describing,for example,the dependence
of gender on number(Universal 32: 'Whenevera verb agrees with a nominal subject
or object in gender it also agrees in number.')and the dependenceof dual numberon
pluralnumber(Universal 34: 'No languagehas a dual [number]unless it has a plural.'
Greenberg1963:94).
Although these dependenciesmust be the consequence of some aspect of universal
grammar,morphologicaltheory has not in general attemptedto provide an account of
them. It seems to be widely assumedthatfeaturesare collected in unstructuredbundles
and that morphological rules may freely refer to any feature or group of features,
regardlessof whetheror not they form a naturalclass.
1.1. THE PROBLEM WITH UNSTRUCTURED

BUNDLES OF FEATURES. Many

modem theories

of morphologyclaim thatmorphosyntacticfeaturesaregroupedin unstructuredbundles
and even make a virtue of it-despite the fact that a certainamountof organizationis
implicit in the very terminologycommon to all morphologicaltheories. Consider,for
REPRESENTATIONS
(MSRs) in Anderson
example, the discussion of MORPHOSYNTACTIC

(1992:92): 'The minimal (and thus the most desirable)theory of MSRs ... is one that
would assign them no internalstructureat all.' Yet even given this explicit assertion,
Anderson does not assume that MSRs representingagreement features are entirely
unstructured.He implicitly assigns attribute-valuestructureto them: There is at least
a PERSON
attributethat may bear the values {[ ? me], [ +?you]}; a NUMBER
attributethat
attributethat may bear a series of familiar
may bear the values {[ ? pl]}; and a GENDER
values such as [ ?+masc], [ +fem], [? neut]}. This organization,whether implicitly
FUNCTIONAL
assumed, as in Anderson 1992, or explicitly assumed, as in the LEXICAL
(LFG) or HEAD-DRIVEN PHRASE STRUCTURE GRAMMAR (HPSG) frameworks,

GRAMMAR

is essentialto preventthe unmotivatedcombinatorialexplosion of potentialcross-classifications. In a system where a single form could bear any combinationof the features
[1], [2], [sg], [pl], [masc], [fem], there would be 26 possible combinationsof feature
values. Collectingthe person,number,andgenderfeaturestogetherinto mutuallyexclusive subgroupsbrings the paradigmaticpossibilities down to something much more
closely approximatingthe facts of naturallanguage.2
2

Some systems assume that some featuresare mutuallyexclusive, while others are not; so, for example,
Dalrympleand Kaplan(2000) make conjoineduse of a [Speaker]and [Hearer]feature(as we do, see below)
to captureinclusive forms, but assume that it would not be possible to simultaneouslybear, for instance,
[+ fem] and [+ masc]. This only adds to the general indeterminacyof the system. In approachesthat do
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Even given these subgroups,usually consideredto be so basic as not to meritdiscussion, the organizationacross subgroupsthat is implied by Greenberg'sgeneralizations
given above does not fall out of any accountof morphosyntacticfeaturesthat assumes
thatfeaturegroupsarecollected in unstructuredbundles.Noyer 1992 and 1997 represent
an importantattemptto provide a theoreticalframeworkthat predictsthe existence of
universals such as those catalogued by Greenberg.In these works, Noyer posits a
UNIVERSALFEATUREHIERARCHY(UFH), which interacts with the unordered bundles of

features,to explain regularitiescapturedin Greenberg'sgeneralizations.A partialversion of his UFH can be seen in 2.
(2) Noyer's (1992) Universal FeatureHierarchy
person features > numberfeatures > gender features > class features
However,underNoyer's treatmentthe featuregroupsthemselvesare still represented
as unorderedbundles.The UFH is intendedas a constraintthat determines,for a given
bundle,which featuresmay be deletedor otherwisemanipulated.Forexample, a bundle
with an incompatiblenumberand gendercombinationwill be amendedby deleting the
offending gender feature as in 3, since gender is lower on the UFH than number.
(3) Filter: *[2 f]
[2 pl f] -

[2 pl]

The formal mechanismof the deletion rules themselves, however, without an additional constraintlike the UFH, makes no predictions about possible syncretisms or
groupingsand is subject to the criticisms noted earlier.
Our goal is to develop representationsfrom which these propertieswill naturally
follow, without recourse to a separatestipulatedmetric. Borrowing heavily from the
phonological model, we propose a morphologicalfeature geometry intended to constrainpronounand agreementsystems, much as phonological featuregeometries constrain sound systems. Such geometries have been discussed in detail in Harley 1994
and Ritter1997. A similargeometry,which also includes syntacticfeatureinformation,
was developed in Gazdar& Pullum 1982 and discussed in Gazdaret al. 1985.
THEREPRESENTATION.
Our feature geometry is of the same formal
1.2. STRUCTURING

type as the phonologicalfeaturegeometriesoriginallyproposedin Clements 1985 and
Sagey 1986. The morphologicalfeature geometry is motivated by the need for the
same theoreticalmechanismsas its phonological counterpart.The primarygoals of a
phonological featuregeometry, as describedby Noyer (1992), are outlined in 4.
(4) a. Subtreesdefine naturalclasses of featuresfor phonological rules.
b. (Some) nodes in a feature tree correspondto the anatomy of the vocal
tract.
c. The dependencyrelationencodes contrastiveness.
(Noyer 1992:46-47)
Harley 1994 showed that a morphologicalfeature geometry could accomplish 4a
and 4c, and also arguedthat the feature-geometricapproachto morphologydefines a
notion of complexity from which the effects of Noyer's UFH can be derived.
Here, we also wish to maintainthatthere is a naturalmorphologicalanalogueto 4b;
thatis, there are externalreasonsfor the featuregroupingswhich arise. It is undeniable
that the organizationof the vocal tract both constrains and motivates phonological
featureorganization.At first glance, it might seem thatthe groupingsof morphological
features,independentof physical restrictions,cannot be attributedto externalfactors.
not make use of attribute-valuematrices, the mutual exclusivity of proposed features such as [ + sg] and
[+ dual] is sometimes explicitly treatedby appealingto semantic incompatibility(Noyer 1992:55).
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Following Ritter 1997, we claim thatthe externalfactorsthatplay a role in morphology
are conceptualin nature.Specifically, notions such as deixis, countability,and taxonomy constrainand motivate the relationshipsthat are apparentamong morphological
features and representedin the formal geometry. Subtrees of the geometry represent
the grammaticizationof naturalcognitive categories, accounting for the apparentyet
tenuous relationshipbetween grammaticalfeatures and meaningfulconcepts.
PROPERTIES
OFFEATURE
GEOMETRIES.
Before discussing the details
1.3. THEFORMAL

of our proposal,we briefly review some formalpropertiesof featuregeometries.Consider the abstractfeature-geometrictree representedin 5.
[A]

(5)

[E]

[B]

[C]

[F]

[D]

[G]

[H]

[J]

[I]

[K]

Following Harley 1994 we assume that features are monovalentand appearonly if
they have a positive value. That is, feature [B] will appear in the structureonly if
feature [B] is active. A feature [-B] does not occur.
In a feature geometry, it is generally the case that if one morphologicalfeature is
logically impliedby another,this relationis capturedthroughdependence.For instance,
in 5, feature [G] entails that feature [F] is present because feature [G] is represented
as dependent on feature [F]. Feature [F] may not be eliminated from the geometry
without also eliminating feature [G].
It is worth noting, however, that the logical implicationproducedby the everyday
interpretationof a given pair of featuresneed not be representedin the geometry. The
1st person inclusive, for example, is logically nonsingular,as it necessarily includes
the speakerand at least one addressee.However, not all languagesmarkinclusive forms
as plural,3showing that this logical implicationis not morphologicallyrelevantin all
languages. (A phonological analogue might be the interdependenceof [ + sonorant]
and [ + voice]: althoughall sonorantsare voiced, they are not representedas dependents
of the [+voice] node). As we illustrate below, our geometry does not encode the
implicationbetween inclusive person and pluralnumberas a dependencerelation,and
this correctlypredictsthe existence of rarelanguages that have an inclusive singular.4
Markednessis encoded in a geometry via a node-countingmetric.The more marked
a given feature combinationis, the more nodes will be requiredto representit. In the
3 Brian
Joseph has drawn our attentionto the existence of first person comitative constructionslike the
Russian my s Borisom idjom 'we with Boris are going' = 'Boris and I are going', where the pluralityof
the first person pronounis at logical odds with its apparentreferent,althoughnot its containingDP. See the
structuralproposals in, for example, Camacho 1996 and McNally 1993 for discussion.
4 An inclusive singularconsists of the speakerand exactly one addressee.For example, Ngandi, an Australian language, has singular,dual, and plural numbersfor all persons. In the case of the inclusive, singular,
dual, and plural specify the numberof addresseesincluded in the referenceof the pronoun,ratherthan the
total numberof individuals (see Heath 1978). See also the discussion of Kalihnain ?2.4
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tree in 5, it takes more nodes to representfeature [G] than to representsimply feature
[F]; therefore, a tree that includes feature [G] will be more markedthan a tree that
includes simply feature [F]. For furtherdiscussion, see Harley 1994.
Finally,in phonologicalfeaturegeometrieslike those of Archangeli1988 or Avery &
Rice 1989, organizingnodes with no dependentsreceive a defaultinterpretation,usually
treatedas underspecification:one of the daughternodes is identifiedas representingthe
of a bareorganizingnode.We makeuse of this notionin ourdiscusdefaultinterpretation
sion of the acquisitionof pronominalparadigmsbelow. In the tree representingour proposed geometry in 6 below, the underlineddaughternodes, Speaker, Minimal, and
Inanimate/Neuter,representthe defaultinterpretationof an unmarkedorganizingnode.
2. A MORPHOSYNTACTIC
FEATUREGEOMETRY.The geometry that we propose is pro-

vided by Universal Grammaris representedin 6. In any given language a subset of
the possible features will be active-most languages will only use a portion of the
featuresavailable.
ReferringExpression(= Pronoun)

(6)

INDIVIDUATION

PARTICIPANT

Speaker

Addressee

Group

Minimal

CLASS

Augmented Animate Inanimate/
Neuter
Feminine

Masc...

In this geometry,all nominalfeaturesare dependentupon a root node which we call
We divide these features into three groups, identified by the

REFERRING EXPRESSION.

nodes in small caps in the geometry. The

PARTICIPANT node

and its dependents, Speaker

and Addressee, will be used to representperson, specifically, 1st and 2nd person (3rd
node and its dependents, Group, Minimal,
person being unmarked). The INDIVIDUATION

andAugmented,are used to representnumbersystems. Finally,the CLASSnode encodes
gender and other class information.These three groupingsrepresentexplicitly via dependency the subgroupingsof person, number,and gender that other theories either
assume without comment or representvia attribute-valuematrices.This, then, is one
way in which a feature-geometricrepresentationaccomplishesgoal 4a for morphosyntactic features,thatof defining naturalclasses of featuresfor the applicationof morphological rules. In the remainderof this article, we focus on how languages use the
ParticipantandIndividuationnodes to representpersonandnumberandthe interactions
between them. We do not addressthe content of the Class node here, but see ?6.3 for
discussion of the dependencyrelationbetween numberand gender.
NODES. It has long been recognized that there is a
2.1. Two MAJORCLASSIFICATORY

fundamentaldifference between 1st and 2nd person on the one hand, and 3rd person
on the other.Benveniste andForchheimeroffer independentexpressionsof this insight.
'Person' belongs only to I/you, and is lacking in he. (Benveniste 1971:217)
Whoever does not act a role in the conversationeither as speakeror as addressed
remainsin the great pool of the impersonal,referredto as 'thirdperson'. (Forchheimer 1953:5-6)
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Forchheimeridentifiesa varietyof morphologicalgeneralizationswhich show thatlanguages treat 3rd person differentlyfrom 1st and 2nd, and, moreover,indicate that 3rd
personis unmarked,relativeto the otherpersons.His generalizationsare listed in 7.
(7) a. 3rd person agreementis often zero, lst/2nd person agreementis overt.
b. Many languageshave no 3rd personpronoun-or at least no nominative
form.
c. Many languages have distinct 1st & 2nd person pronounsonly; for 3rd
person they use demonstratives.
d. Closely relatedlanguagesoften have cognate 1st and2nd personpronouns
but 3rd person pronounswhich are not obviously related.
e. 1st and 2nd person are often similarin form and inflection but dissimilar
from that of 3rd person.
f. 3rd person is much more subjectto objective subdivisions such as class,
gender, and location.

(Forchheimer1953:6)

We attributethis distinctionbetween 1st and 2nd person, on the one hand, and 3rd
person on the other, to the fact that the reference of the former is determinedby the
changingdiscourseroles, whereasthe referenceof the latteris fixed (cf. Jakobson1971:
131-32).5 This is illustratedin the simple conversationin 8, where the referentof the
pronounI is person A for the first utteranceand person B for the second. Similarly,
the referentof the pronounyou is person B for the first utteranceand person A for the
second. In contrast,the referentof he remainsconstant across both utterances.
(8) a. A: IA think hec wants yourBadvice.
b. B: IB think youA'renuts. Hec doesn't want anything.
The discourse dependenceof 1st and 2nd person pronounsalso shows up in binding
possibilities for pronouns.In 9 and 10, substitutionof a 1st and 2nd person personal
pronounfor a reflexive direct object results in a marginallygrammaticalsentence with
the same interpretationas the grammaticalsentence with the reflexive. But in 11,
substitutionof a 3rd person personalpronounfor a reflexive direct object results in a
completely ungrammaticalsentence if the subject and object are coreferential,and a
completely grammaticalone if the subject and object have disjoint reference.
I love myself
(9) a.
b. ??I love me.
We love ourselves.
(10) a.
b. ??We love us.
He loves himself.
(11) a.
b. *Hei loves himi.
c.
Hei loves himj.
The conceptual distinction between discourse dependence and independenceis the
externalfactor that determinesthe shape of the geometry in 6. The Individuationnode
5 Forchheimer(1953:4-7)
distinguishes two schools of thought in the literature.One position, espoused
by la Grasserie(1888:3), van Ginneken (1907:211), and Boas (191 lb:39-40), groups 2nd and 3rd person
in opposition to 1st, that is, assumes that the fundamentalperson dichotomy is between speakerand nonspeaker.The alternativeposition, which Forchheimerattributesto Wundt(1911:141ff.), Schmidt(1919:203),
Jespersen(1924:212f.), Buehler (1934:113), and Bloomfield (1933:252-3), is the one we adopthere, according to which the fundamentalperson dichotomy is that between participantin the speech act (1st and 2nd
persons) and nonparticipants(so-called 3rd person). (This is also the position adoptedin Jakobson 1971).
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represents those features of a DP which are independent of the discourse, that is, its
number and gender. In contrast, the Participant node and its dependents represent those
features which depend on the DP's discourse role.6
The geometry in 6 also captures the intuition that so-called 3rd person is in fact not
a true personal form. As Benveniste emphasizes, 'the ordinary definition of the personal
pronouns as containing the three terms, I, you and he simply destroys the notion of
"person" ' (1971:219). This intuition is encoded in our geometry because the Participant node represents only 1st and 2nd person. When the Participant node is absent, the
underspecified Referring Expression node receives a so-called 3rd person interpretation.
We include suggestive paradigms from Maltese, a Semitic language, and Lyele, a
Niger-Congo language of Burkina Faso in Tables 1 and 2, which highlight the split
between discourse participants and others. (Here, and throughout, we represent the
forms as they appear in our original source document.) In Maltese, gender distinctions
are manifested in 3rd person only, as is the case in English and other familiar languages.
PLURAL

SINGULAR
MASC

FEM

ahna
1st
jien(a)
intom
2nd
int(i)
huma
3rd
hi(ja)
hu(wa)
TABLE1. Nominative pronounsof Maltese (Sutcliffe 1936:171).

The Lyele paradigm in Table 2 provides even more striking evidence for this split in
that formality, a discourse dependent property, is manifested only in 1st and 2nd person
forms.7 And as in Maltese, only 3rd person forms show marking for discourse independent
properties, such as animacy, humanness, size, and the count/mass distinction.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

n
1st
a
1st formal
n6
a
2nd
2nd formal
a
me
3rd mass
be
n
3rd human
re
o
3rd augmentative
se
3rd diminutive
e
ne
re
3rd elsewhere
TABLE2. Nominative pronounsof Lyele (Showalter 1986:206-7).

THEGEOMETRY.
Before discussing some paradigms with particu2.2. ILLUSTRATING
for
the
system we have so far proposed, let us introduce the
larly interesting properties
geometry piece by piece, ultimately illustrating in detail a language that exploits the
full range of possibilities allowed by the person/number structure.
6 Similar assumptionsunderlieNoyer's theory of person features.He reasons as follows (1992:146):
The interpretationof person features must recognize certain discourse roles as primitives:these roles
are among the deictic markersof a speech-act, situatingthe speech-act with respect to its place, time
and, in the case of person features,its participants.The primarydistinctionis between participantsin
the speech-actand non-participants,what Hockett (1966) refersto as 'local' vs. 'non-local' arguments.
The speakerand [addressee]are local participants,while other parties,neitherspeakernor [addressee].
are nonlocal nonparticipants.
7 Showalter(1986:206) notes that some mass nouns may form plurals, and that the pronounused to refer
to these plural groups is be.
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2.3. DAGA.First, let us consider a representativelanguage with a minimumnumber
of distinctions, regularly made. Daga, a language of the Trans-New Guinea family,
fills all the paradigmspaces for threepersonsand two numbersin its emphaticpronouns
(Murane 1974).8 Its pronominalparadigmcan be seen in Table 3.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

ne
nu
1st
e
ge
2nd
me
mu
3rd
TABLE3. Daga pronouns(Murane 1974:34).

Languages like Daga, which distinguish three persons and two numbers, use the
Participant,Addressee, Individuation,and Groupnodes of the geometry, as illustrated
in 12.
(12) Geometriesfor Daga pronouns
singular
RE
1st

INDV

PART

I

I

Min

Speaker
2nd

PART

INDV

I

I

Speaker

Group

ne

nu

RE

RE

PART

INDV

I

Addressee
ge
3rd

plural
RE

I

Min

PART

INDV

I

I

Addressee

Group
e

RE

RE

INDV

INDV

Min
me

Group
mu

I

Person distinctionsare made underthe Participant(PART) node, numberdistinctions
under the Individuation(INDV) node. We have representedthe underspecifiedvalues
for Participantand Individuationhere explicitly, underliningthem to indicate their
default status.Speaker(1st person)is the defaultperson,Minimal(singular)the default
number.These nodes need not be explicitly representedin the geometryfor 1st person
singular, for example, but may be filled in by default rules (see discussion in ?3.1).
The 1st person singularpronoun,therefore,is less markedthan the 1st person plural,
8 Many familiarIndo-Europeanlanguages fit this descriptionas well, with the additional
complicationof
some gender distinctions,usually in the thirdperson.
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despite the fact that the geometries for those two pronounsabove appearto contain
the same numberof nodes: the node-countingmetric for markednessapplies to underspecified representations,withoutthe defaultfeatures.We must have the nodes for the
default featuresavailable in the geometry, however, as they play a contrastiverole in
many languageswhen activated.Note thatthirdpersonforms will be the least marked,
as they do not requirethe presence of the Participantnode.
Numberdistinctionsare representedby the featureswhich depend on the Individuation node. Intuitivelyspeaking,Individuationsorts entities in the world accordingto
theirdiscourse-independentproperties,thatis, theirquantityand class. Singularentities
are representedby the Minimalnode, which, like Speaker,is usually a defaultvalue for
an underspecifiedorganizingnode. Groupidentifies multiple entities, and its presence
representspluralnumber.9
2.4. KALIHNA.
Next, we considerthe geometriesactive in a languagethat represents
fourpersonsandtwo numbers;ourrepresentativelanguageis Kalihna,a Cariblanguage
spoken in French Guiana,Guyana,Suriname,and Venezuela (Hoff 1968), which has
a four-person,two-numberparadigmof emphaticpronouns.Its paradigmis represented
in Table 4. The geometries that representthese pronounsare illustratedin 13.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

au
a?na
1st ex
kixko
kixka:ro
1st in
amo:ro
2nd
amiiyaro
moxka:ro
moxko
3rd
TABLE
4. Kalihnapronouns(Hoff 1968:277).

The significant difference between the geometric possibilities in this language and
those in Daga is the contrastive,fully specified availabilityof the Speakernode (hence
it is not underlinedin the representationsin 13). Like many other theorists, we treat
'inclusive' forms as the conjunctionof a Speaker and an Addressee feature (see, for
example, Dalrymple& Kaplan2000:784). The 1st person inclusive forms above have
a maximallycomplex Participantnode. 2nd personforms are representedby the projection of the Addressee feature without the Speakernode. First person exclusive forms
are representedby the projectionof the feature Speakerwithout the Addressee node.
The learnercan deduce that Speaker is not underspecifiedin her language from the
presenceof this inclusive/exclusivecontrast.In this way, we capturethe fact thatinclusives are more markedthan other persons, crosslinguistically,and yet allow for languages that make reference to both Speaker and Addressee features in their
morphophonologicalforms for inclusives. Theories that representinclusives with a

9 Note that if Minimal is the default value for Individuation,then plural is always a markedcategory.
This correspondsto Greenberg'suniversal 35 (1963:94), which states that plurals are always markedin at
least some cases. The same obtainsfor Speakerand Participantabove, althoughlanguages that lack a plural
numberare relatively more common than languageswithout a 2nd person,presumablyfor externalreasons.
Note that the two are structurallycomparablein that plural numberrequiresactivationof the Group node
dependenton Individuation,and 2nd personrequiresactivationof the Addresseenode dependenton Participant.
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[ + incl] feature are unable to characterizesuch forms naturally(see the discussion of
Ojibwa in ?4.2).
(13) Kalihnageometries
singular
RE

1st ex

plural
RE

PART

INDV

PART

Speaker

Min

Speaker

1st in

a?na

RE

RE

INDV

Speaker Addressee
kixko

Min

PART

INDV

Speaker Addressee Group
kixka:ro

RE

RE

PART

INDV

I

I

Min
Addressee
amo:ro
3rd

Group
Group

au

PART

2nd

INDV

PART

INDV

I

I

Addressee
Group
amnlyaro

RE

RE

INDV

INDV

I

Min
moxko

Group
moxka:ro

2.5. TONKAWA.
For a representativelanguagemakingthreepersonand threenumber
we
to Tonkawa, a Coahuiltecanlanguage describedin Hoijer 1933.
turn
distinctions,
Its nominativepronominalparadigmis shown in Table 5.
SINGULAR

DUAL

PLURAL

1st
ca'ya
geuca'ya
geuca'ga
2nd
na'ya
wena'ya
wena'ga
3rd
'awe'la
'aye'la
'awe'ga
TABLE5. Tonkawa nominativepronouns(Hoijer 1933:122).

The difference between two numbersand three is accomplishedby allowing a fully
specified, contrastiveMinimal feature as a possibility in the geometry, parallel to the
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use of the Speaker node to move from three persons to four above. The geometries
correspondingto these pronounsare illustratedin 14.
(14) Tonkawageometries
singular
RE
1st

INT)V

PART

Min
Speaker
ca'ya

PART

Min
Addressee
na'ya

INDV

PART

Addressee
Group Addressee Min Group
wena'ya
wena'ga

RE

3rd

Speaker Min Group
geuca'ya
RE

INDV

PART

INDV

PART

RE

INDV

PART

INDV

Speaker
Group
geuca'ga

RE

2nd

dual
RE

plural
RE

INDV
INDV

RE

RE

INDV

INDV

Min Group
Min
Group
'awe'la
'awe'ga
'aye la
The additionof dual to a numbersystem is attributedto the simultaneousactivation
of Minimal and Group,just as inclusive was representedby Speakerwith Addressee
above. The combinationof Minimal and Groupcapturesthe intuitionthat the smallest
possible nonsingletonset contains two entities.10
Evidence for this somewhat unorthodoxapproachto dual numbercomes from the
way in which dual is markedin Hopi, an Uto-Aztecan language of Arizona. In Hopi,
dual can be expressed as a combinationof minimal (: singular)and group (: plural)
markingon differentpartsof speech (Ken Hale p.c.).
(15) a. Singular
Pam taaqa wari
that man ran.sG
'That man ran.'
b. Plural
Puma ta?-taq-t yu?tu
those

PL-man-GRP ran.PL

'Those men ran.'
10Leslie Saxon
(p.c.) points out that the intended interpretationof the combinationof our Minimal and
Groupfeaturesis intersective,or restrictivemodification,while the apparentinterpretationof the combination
of our Speakerand Addressee featuresis simple conjunction.
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c. Dual
Puma taaqa-t wari
those man-GRP
ran.sG
'Those 2 men ran.'
When the subject is singular and verbal agreementis singular, singularnumberis
conveyed. When the subject is pluraland verbal agreement(suppletivein this case) is
plural, plural number is conveyed. However, when the subject is plural and verbal
agreementis singular,dual numberis conveyed (see 15c).l1 Since in our system, dual
consists of a cooccurrence of the usual plural and singular features, morphological
reflexes of each are expected to surface in some cases. Note also that the shapes of
the Tonkawapronounssupportthis analysis:the dual appearsto be made up of a prefix
from the plural attachedto a singularbase. See also the discussion of Koasati dual in
note 36 below.
Our account of the dual predictsthat no language will have a dual numberunless it
also has a plural number-that is, unless the Group node is independentlyactive in
the language.Featurebundlesystems do not make this predictionunless it is externally
stipulated.
2.6. CHINOOK.
Chinook, a language of the Penutianfamily, makes four person and
three numberdistinctions.Its paradigm,as describedby Boas (191 lb), is illustratedin
Table 6.12
SINGULAR

DUAL

PLURAL

1st ex
naika
ntaika
ntcaika
1st in
tXaika
IXaika
2nd
maika
mtaika
mcaika
3rd
taska
aXka (f.)
ctdXka
TABLE6. Chinook pronouns(Boas 191lb:626).

The geometries for Chinook will representa combinationof the person geometries
of Kalihnaand the numbergeometries of Tonkawa,with the 1st person inclusive dual
form having the most complex geometry, consisting of activated Speaker,Addressee,
Minimal, and Group nodes.
2.7. YIMAS.
We turnnow to Yimas, a languagewith threepersonsand four numbers.
This Sepik-Ramulanguage of PapuaNew Guinea, discussed by Foley 1991, includes,
in addition to the dual, a fourth number, the paucal, representinga small group. Its
paradigmis in Table 7. The 3rd person form included here is a masculine, proximal
demonstrative,not a personal pronoun.We include it to fill out the paradigmon the
assumptionthat the same representationalconstraintshold for the person and number
features of demonstratives.
SINGULAR

1st
2nd
3rd

DUAL

PAUCAL

PLURAL

ama
kapa
paqkt
ipa
mi
pagkt
kapwa
ipwa
nak
puk
impak
TABLE7. Yimas pronouns(Foley 1991:111,126).

' The reverse patternis simply ungrammatical(David Shaul and Ken Hill, p.c.).
gender distinctionsof masculine, feminine, and neuteronly in 3rd person singular;we
have included only the feminine form here, since we are not dealing with gender at the moment.
12Chinook makes
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Yimas shows some interestingproperties,not least of which is the syncretismbetween
1st and 2nd person paucal forms, and the absence of a paucal in the demonstrative
system. We focus here on how to representa paucal number at all. Recall from the
discussion above thata languageneverhas a dual withoutalso having a plural(captured
by the fact thatboth Groupand Minimalmust be active to encode dual). Similarly,no
language has a paucal without also having a dual.13In geometric terms, this entails
that the paucal must be representedby the additionof anothernode (making it more
marked)and that that node is dependenton the node that permits the expression of
dual-that is, the contrastiveMinimal node. We propose a featureAugmentedto express the notion that, conceptually,the paucal consists of the smallest possible group
(two) plus one (trial) or a few more (paucal).14This gives the representationfor the
1st person paucal form illustratedin 16.
(16) 1st paucal
RE

INDV

PART

Speaker

Min

Group

Aug
2.8. BOUMAA FIJIAN.Finally, we turn to a language that exploits the full range of
person/numberpossibilities. Table 8 shows the paradigmfor the cardinalpronounsof
Boumaa Fijian.

SINGULAR

1st ex
1st in
2nd
3rd
TABLE8.

PLURAL

DUAL

PAUCAL

'eitou
'eirau
'eimami
yau
'eetaru
'etatou
'eta
i'o
'emunuu
'emudou
'emudrau
'ea
(i)ra
(i)ratou
(i)rau
Boumaa Fijian cardinalpronouns(Dixon 1988:54-55).

13Corbett
(2000:39) makes a distinctionbetween determinateand indeterminatenumbers.Singular,dual,
and trial denoting exactly one, two, or three individuals,respectively, are determinatenumbers;paucal and
plural are indeterminateones. We have not explicitly encoded this distinction in the geometry, with the
advantagethat it enables us to deal straightforwardlywith languages that allegedly have a paucal without
a dual, such as Bayso (Cushitic) or Walapai (Yuman);see Corbett2000:22 and referencescited therein.In
these languages,the paucal denotes between two and six individuals,ratherthan the usual case of three to
six. We proposethat a dual is simply a determinateminimalgroup,and that the paucal in Bayso or Walapai
is an indeterminateone, representedby the same Minimal Group geometry as the dual.
14Note that we
predictthat no languagehas both a trial ANDa paucal number;they are in complementary
distribution,representingdeterminateand indeterminateinterpretationsof the same geometricconfiguration,
as for the Bayso or Walapai dual/paucalin n. 13 above. The languages we surveyed have maximally four
distinct numbers (singular, dual, trial/paucal,and plural); see ?1.3 and the appendix for details. See also
Foley 1986 andCroft 1990 for a similarclaim. Corbett(2000:22-50) also discusses some Oceaniclanguages,
including Sursurunga,Lihir, and Mele-Fila, which reportedlyhave a fifth number,either a greaterpaucal
or a greaterplural.The existence of such systems could be accommodatedin our frameworkby the addition
of a node, probablyas a dependentof Group.We leave this issue open to future research.
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Note especially that Boumaa Fijian makes an inclusive/exclusive distinction and
exhibits four numbers: a singular, a plural, a dual, and a paucal (a small group). In 17,
(17) Boumaa Fijian geometries
1st
ex

a.

singular
RE

plural
RE

b.

dual
RE

c.

paucal
RE

d.

A
PART

INDV

PART

INDV

Spkr

Min

Spkr Group

PART

INDV

INDV

PART

M Gr
Gr
SpkrMin
Spkr

Spkr Min Gr

I
'eimami

yau
1st
in

e.

RE

PART

Aug
'eitou

'eirau
RE

f.

PART

INDV

INDV

INDV

PART

Sp Ad Min Gr

Sp Ad Group

RE

g.

Sp Ad Min Gr

I
'eta
RE

2nd h.

i.

RE

'eetaru15

RE

INDV

PART

Addr

Min

Addr Group

Addr Min Gr

Addr Min Gr

'emunuu

'emudrau

Aug
'emudou

RE

m.

INDV

k.

RE

j.

PART

i'o

3rd 1.

Aug
'etatou

RE

PART

INDV

PART

A

n.

RE

I

INDV

A

o.

RE

I

INDV

INDV

Min

Group

'ea

(i)ra

INDV

A

Min

INDV

Gr

(i)rau

A

Min

Gr

Aug
(i)ratou

15In n. 4
above, we noted the existence of rare languages with a singular, or more accurately,minimal
inclusive pronounreferringto the speakerand exactly one addressee.In ?2.4, we presentedthe analysis of
one such language, Kalihna.More commonly we find that there is simply a gap in the singularcell of the
inclusive pronoun paradigm.For example, all nine languages in our databasethat have both an inclusive
person and dual number have a dual inclusive pronoun. In eight of these languages, there is not also a
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we illustrate each pronominal form with its associated geometry. Notice that the most
geometrically complex, and hence most marked form, intra- and crosslinguistically, is
the 1st inclusive paucal pronoun, which uses all eight nodes of the geometry.
No language has more than four numbers, and so the geometry permits all and exactly
the attested person and number distinctions in the world's languages.
From the above, it should be clear how languages with straightforward pronominal
paradigms distinguishing from six to fifteen person/number combinations will represent
each pronoun geometrically.
2.9.

TYPOLOGY

OF PERSON

AND NUMBER

IN PRONOMINAL

SYSTEMS.

We close

this sec-

tion by noting that the relative complexity of the different kinds of pronominal systems
illustrated above corresponds roughly to their frequency crosslinguistically, as documented in a pronominal database of 110 languages representing over ninety distinct
families or subfamilies, four isolates, and three creoles.16 In compiling the figures
below, languages from the same subfamily were grouped together and counted as one;
so, for instance, the Germanic languages of Indo-European count as one language, the
Romance languages of Indo-European as another.17 See the full listing in the Appendix,
broken down by system complexity, for details.
First, breaking down languages by person system and number system, we see in
Tables 9 and 10 that frequency correlates fairly well with the predictions of the geometry. 18Systems with inclusive persons are rarer than systems without, systems with dual
number are rarer than systems without, and systems with paucal number are very rare
indeed.

PERSON SYSTEM

NO. OF LANGS.

% OF LANGS.

EXAMPLES

52
57
1st, 2nd, 3rd
English, Hebrew
32
35
Ojibwa, Palauan
lin, lex, 2nd, 3rd
5
5
Ainu, Balochi
1st, 2nd (demonstrativesused for 3rd)
2
2
Halh, Mongolian, Telugu
lin, lex, 2nd (demonstrativesfor 3rd)
TABLE9. Person systems in 91 genetically distinct languages and subfamilies.

singular/minimalinclusive, and the dual refers to exactly two individuals,one of whom happensto be the
speaker and the other the addressee. Thus, the treatmentof an inclusive pronounreferringto exactly two
individualsvaries across languages, and choice between treatingit as a singular/minimalor a dual seems to
dependon the presenceor absenceof otherforms in the paradigm,and on morphologicalcomposition.Given
that the morphologicalshape of the Boumaa Fijian 1st inclusive form shareselements with the other duals,
and that there is a gap in this paradigm,we treat it as dual, ratherthan singular/minimal.
16In compiling the database,an attemptwas made to representevery majorlanguagefamily and/orbranch
in the world,where 'major'meanta family or branchof over twentylanguages.Datafor the Chibchan,Panoan,
East Papuan, and Geelvink Bay families, and the Tungus (Altaic), Formosan (Austronesian),Armenian
(Indo-European),Kordofanian(Niger-Congo),and NortheastCaucasian(NorthCaucasian)branchesof their
respective families, has not yet been gathereddue to unavailabilityof source material.
17 We have not
reportedour findings on Japanese,Thai, and Vietnamese in the tables in the Appendix,
as it is unclearwhetherthe sources are describingpersonalpronounsor noun substitutes;see ??5.2 and 6.2
for discussion. The only other language that has been omitted is Wichita (Caddoan).According to Rood
(1976:10), Wichita has no independentpronouns,and inflected participlesof the verb 'be' are used for this
purpose.
18For the
purposesof the tables here and below, we have combined figures for languages with personal
and demonstrativepronouns,using 3 for both. We also analyzed the languages that do not express number
on pronounsbut do express it elsewhere (e.g. on nouns or verbs) as having numberdistinctions,for reasons
that we elaboratein ?4.
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EXAMPLES

1
1
none
Piraha
3
3
Maxakalf
none (except in 1st person)
73
66
singular,plural
English, Hebrew
20
18
Chinook, Wappo
singular,plural, dual
3
3
Yimas, Fijian
singular,plural, dual, trial/paucal
TABLE10. Number systems in 91 genetically distinct languages and subfamilies.

Setting aside for the moment the question of numberless systems (see ?4), let us
consider the results for the geometry of the intersection of person and number, as
outlined above; those results are summarizedin Table 11. By far the most common
patternis threepersonsand two numbers(forty-five languages);the next most common
is four persons and two numbers(twenty-five languages),then threepersons and three
numbersandfourpersonsandthreenumbers(eleven andseven languages,respectively),
followed by the extremelyrarethreepersons/fournumbersand four persons/fournumbers (one and two languages, respectively).
% OF LANGS.

EXAMPLES

45
49
1, 2, (3) / sg, pl
25
27
lex, lin, 2, (3) / sg, pl.
12
11
1, 2, 3 / sg, pl, du
7
8
lex, lin, 2, 3 / sg, pl, du
1
1
1, 2, 3 / sg, pl, du, paucal
2
2
lex, lin, 2, 3 / sg, pl, du, paucal
TABLE11. Person/numbersystems consideredtogether.

Daga
Kalihna
Tonkawa
Chinook
Yimas
Fijian

PERSON/NUMBERSYSTEM

NO. OF LANGS.

In general, then, the overall patternevident in frequencyof occurrenceis consistent
with the theory of featurerepresentationpresentedhere.19
2.10. ACCOUNTING
FORGREENBERG'SUNIVERSALS.
The treatment above makes strong

predictionsabout cooccurrenceof distinctions.They are enumeratedin 18.
(18) a. A language will not have a dual number if it does not have a plural
number.
b. A language will not have a paucal/trialnumberif it does not have a dual
number.20
c. A language will not have an inclusive person if it does not have a 2nd
person.
Depending on the specific inventory of features employed in a feature-bundleapproach,some of these predictionsare made by those approachesas well. For instance,
the [Speaker]and [Hearer]featuresof Dalrymple& Kaplan2000 can capture18c. But
19While the
figures are generallyas we predict,thereis one perhapssurprisingresult.Given the discussion
of markednessas node-countingin ? 1.3, it seems that the geometrypredictsthat systems with dual numbers
(threepersons,threenumbers)shouldbe roughlyas frequentas systems with inclusive persons(fourpersons,
two numbers),because both systems requirethe same numberof nodes in theirmost complex representation.
However, dual numberappearsto be less frequentthan inclusive person (twenty-one languages with dual
numbercomparedto thirty-fourlanguages with inclusive person). This is consistent with an overall pattern
thatmay reflect otherinfluences:for example, personis more salientthannumber.While thereare languages,
albeit few, with no numberdistinctions,it is not obvious thatthereare languageswith no persondistinctions.
See discussion in ??4.1, 4.2, and especially 6.2 below.
20 But
see discussion in n. 13.
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the predictions 18a,b are not capturedby any approachthat employs a [dual] feature
and/or a [trial] feature as feature-bundlealternativesto or cooccuring with [pl]; their
mutualdependencemust be externally stipulated.
In ?6 we returnto the question of universals and discuss possible treatmentsof
some problematicpronominalsystems. We now move on to discuss the acquisitionof
pronouns,and how it motivates both the overall geometry and the underspecification
for Speakerand Minimal alluded to above.
EVIDENCEFOR A FEATUREGEOMETRY.Our assumption that this ge3. ACQUISITION

ometry is provided by Universal Grammar(UG) makes strong predictionsabout the
acquisitionof personalpronouns.In this section we demonstratethatthe morphological
feature geometry allows us to predict the observed uniformityand variabilityin the
orderof emergenceof personalpronounsobservedin ten studies spanningsix different
languages.These facts not only provideindependentsupportfor this geometrybut also
motivate universal defaults for major organizing nodes, specifically 1st person for
Participantand 3rd person singular (inanimate) for Individuation.The analysis in
this section was developed by Rebecca Hanson; see Hanson 2000 for additional
discussion.
OF THEFEATURE
GEOMETRY.
3.1. ACQUISITION
The acquisition of pronouns, specifi-

cally, their order of emergence, has received only sporadicattentionin the literature,
andtherehas been no previousattemptto approachthe processusing a featuregeometry.
There is, however, a good deal of researchin phonology dedicatedto the acquisition
of a featuregeometry,focusing on the emergenceof segments and contrasts.We draw
especially on Rice & Avery 1995 and Brown 1997 in our approachto the acquisition
of a morphologicalfeaturegeometry.
Rice and Avery develop a model of phoneme acquisition that attemptsto capture
both the global uniformityand local variabilityin the acquisition of sounds. 'Global
uniformity'refers to the observationthat all children 'acquireroughly the same set of
basic sounds in roughly the same order' (Rice & Avery 1995:25). 'Local variability'
refers to the fact that different children will acquire sounds from this basic set in
different orders. Assuming that UG includes a phonological feature geometry, they
proposeessentiallythatlanguageacquisitionis a structurebuilding,ratherthanstructure
pruning, process. UG provides a minimal initial structurewhich is elaborated in a
deterministicfashionin responseto contrastsdetectedin the input.Acquisitionproceeds
from the top down (i.e. from the root node): a given node must be acquiredbefore its
dependents.In this way, the geometrycapturesthe global uniformityapparentin child
language. However, different organizing nodes may be elaboratedin any order, thus
allowing for local variability.
Rice and Avery (1995) and Brown (1997) furtherassumethatredundantinformation
CONTRASTIVE
is absent from underlying representations. Both works assume MINIMAL

If a node is filled in by a default rule provided by UG, it does
not appearin the underlyingrepresentation.We assume, however, that if a node has,
or can have, dependents,or if its presence is contrastivein the language, it must be
representedin the underlyingrepresentation,and no default fill-in rules for that node
apply.
In short,following Rice & Avery 1995 and Brown 1997, we make the assumptions
about the acquisitionpredictionsof featuregeometries listed in 19.
UNDERSPECIFICATION:
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(19)

a.

THE STRUCTURE
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HYPOTHESIS

BUILDING

UG provides a minimal initial structure,which is added to in response
to contrastsdetected in the input.
b.

GENERAL

CONSTRAINED

LEARNING

PATH

Acquisitionproceeds from the top down; a given node must be acquired
before its dependents.In this way the geometry capturesthe global uniformity apparentin acquisition.
C.

FREE SPECIFIC

PATH

LEARNING

The available paths may be elaborated in any order. In this way the
geometry capturesthe local variabilityin acquisition.
3.2. THE ACQUISITION OF PRONOUNS:

EVIDENCE FOR UNIVERSAL

The studies

DEFAULTS.

fromwhich we drawourdataaresummarizedin Table 12. In all cases, the firstpronouns
acquired,as recorded in the study, are placed in column 1, the second in column 2,
andso on. Note thatentriesin the same columnof the tabledo not necessarilycorrespond
to the same age or even the same stage of acquisition-instead, they reflect the relative
order in which the differentpronounsare acquired.
LANGUAGE

(Source)

2

3

1st person

2nd person

3rd person

-

-

B. English

lsg

3rd person

2nd person

-

-

(Chiat 1978)
C. French
(Clark 1985)

lsg

2sg; 3sgm

2pl; 3plm

Ipl

3plf

1st, 2nd

others

-

-

-

1

A. Mohawk

4

5

6

-

(Feuer 1980)

D. Kaluli

(Schieffelin 1985)

person

E. ASL
(Petitto 1987)
F. English
(Huxley 1970: D)

inanimate

lsg

2sg

3sg

plurals

3sgn

lsg

3pl

lpl

3sgm;
3sgf

G. Hebrew

3sgn (ze)

lsg; 3sgm

3sgf

I. English

(Huxley 1970: K)
J. English
(Brown 1973)

2sg; all

plurals

(Berman 1985)
H. Mohawk
(Mithun 1989)

2sg

singular
pronouns

3pl

lpl

dual

lsg; 3sgm;

2sg

3pl

lpl

3sgf; 3sgn
lsg; 2sg;
3sgn

others

TABLE12. Orderof emergence of personalpronounsin ten acquisitionstudies.

Table 12 is arrangedin three blocks. The first block includes studies A to D, which
recorded1st personas the initial pronoun.The second block, rows E, F, and G, includes
the studies that recorded3rd person as the initial pronoun.Rows H, I, and J constitute
the thirdblock, which includes the studies that began at a point where more than one
pronounwas alreadyacquired;thus, it is not clear which pronounemerged first. Note,
however, that in all studies in block 3, the children always had both 1st singularand
3rd singularneuter from the initial session.
A comparisonof the observationsreportedin the differentstudies reveals significant
variabilityacross childrenin the orderof emergence of specific personalpronouns.Of
the ten studies considered, no two reportthe same order of acquisition.But there are
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some discerniblepatternsin both the uniformityand the variationobserved;these are
summarizedin 20.
(i) initially 1st person singularor 3rd singularneuter/inani(20) a. UNIFORMITY
mate
(ii) 2nd person after 1st person
(iii) singularbefore plural
b.

VARIABILITY

(i) 2nd person relative to 3rd person (animate)

(ii) 2nd person relative to plurals
These patterns,particularlythose in 20a, stronglysuggest thatthereare defaultinterpretationsfor each of the organizing nodes in the geometry. The consistency in the
initial pronounas either 1st singularor 3rd singularinanimateconformsto the generalization that defaults are acquiredfirst. Overall, the acquisition data indicates that the
defaults are the following:
(21)
ProposedUG-supplieddefaults
a. Speakerfor Participant-therefore '1st person' acquiredearly
b. Minimal for Individuation-therefore 'singular' acquiredearly
c. Inanimatefor Class-therefore 'neuter/inanimate'acquiredearly
A Speakerdefault at the Participantnode is consistent with the early acquisitionof
1st person;likewise, a Minimal default at the Individuationnode allows us to predict
that singularshould also emerge early on. These two acquisitionpaths,illustratedschematically in 22, are predictedby the fact that Participantand Individuationhave equal
status in the geometry.
RE
RE
(22)
PART

/

~

,

PART

1st >> 2nd

~Addr
~~/

RE
RE

RE
INDV

,

INDV

sing >> plural

Group
Because both Participantand Individuationare immediate dependentsof the root
RE node, 1st and 3rdpersonare equally likely to appearas the first pronoun.Likewise,
since Addressee,Group,and Class are all equally embeddedin the geometry,it is also
predictedthat they should be acquiredlater and that the relative order among them
should vary, as seen in Table 12.
OFA FEATURE
BUNDLE.Both the consistency and the
3.2. AGAINSTTHEACQUISITION
variation in the data are problematic for a model that assumes that features are represented in unordered bundles. Compare, for example, the feature bundles in 23a and
23b, representing Ipl and 2pl respectively. If the features for '1 st person', '2nd person',
and 'plural' are unordered, we would expect to see very little consistency in their
relative order of acquisition. In particular, the feature bundle model does not make any
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predictionsabout why 1st person comes before 2nd person; a similar problem arises
with the acquisitionof number.
(23) a.

+1
-2

b.

-1
+2

(pl)-(2pl)(2pl)
(lpl)
We might thereforebe led to assume a hierarchyof person and/ornumberfeatures
to account for the consistent early emergence of 1st person and singularpronouns.As
noted above, this kind of hierarchyhas been independentlyproposed, and there are
several versions of it. For illustration,consider the one proposed in Noyer 1992, discussed above in broad form in ex. 2 and in more specific form reproducedas 24.
(24) Noyer's hierarchy:1 > 2 > PL > DUAL > F
This model is able to account for only some of the acquisition data. For example,
the French study in row C of Table 12 conforms to its predictions,but the Hebrew
study in row G poses a problembecause the feminine 3rdpersonpronounwas acquired
before both 2nd person and plural.
Specifically to account for the acquisition data, Chiat (1986) proposed a different
hierarchy,involving only person features,in which the orderwas 1st person >> 2nd
person > > 3rdperson.This model also provedinadequate,however. The most obvious
difficulty, as Chiatnoted, is thatthe 3rdpersoninanimatepronounconsistentlyemerges
alongside 1st person, ratherthan with the other 3rd person pronounsas expected.
In summary,it is not clear how previous models of featureorganizationcan account
for the acquisition facts. A model of unorderedfeature bundles, with or without a
supplementaryhierarchy,has particulardifficulty with the variation:if features are
unordered,there should be more variationthan there is; and if they are orderedin a
simple hierarchy,there should be less. In contrast,the featuregeometry, with the proposed defaults, correctly predicts where there should be uniformityand where there
should be variabilityin the acquisitiondata.
4.

VARIABILITY OF INTERPRETATION: THE EFFECT OF EMPTY PARADIGM SPACE. In the-

ory, a language with an elaborateset of person distinctionsand no numberdistinctions
whatsoevercould exist, given that person, representedby activationof the Participant
node and its dependents,and number,representedby activation of the Individuation
node and its dependents, are structurallyequivalent but distinct kinds of features.21
Piraha,an Amazonian language, seems to instantiatesuch a system. It has just three
true personal pronouns,as shown in Table 13.
1st
2nd
3rd

ti
gi / gia
hi

TABLE13. Pirahapronouns(Thomason& Everett 2002).

This paradigmis representedin feature-geometricterms in 25. Notice, in particular,
that it does not requirean Individuationnode at all.
21
Presumably,the reversesituationcould not exist, for reasonshaving nothingto do with featuregeometry:
a pronounsystem cannot exist without 1st or 2nd person paradigms.However, see discussion of Thai and
Japanesein ?6.2.
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(25)

1st person
RE

I

2nd person
RE

3rd person
RE

I

PART

PART

ti

Addressee
gi / gia

I
hi

This does not exhaust the geometric possibilities available to languages that lack an
Individuation node, however. Restricting our attention to representations activating all
or part of the Participant subgeometry, there are four possibilities (including the unmarked Participant node, available when Speaker is contrastive), as illustrated in 26.
(26) Person: 4 logical possibilities
PART

Addressee

Speaker

PART

PART

Addressee

Speaker

PART

In this section we discuss the analysis of languages that appear to make number
distinctions, but only in the 1st person. We argue that these rare languages are in fact
without 'true' number distinctions, and that their paradigms are constructed using only
the four distinctions made available by the Participant node, illustrated above. These
languages are to be distinguished from languages that do not express number distinctions in pronouns but have such distinctions elsewhere, typically on common nouns or
in verbal agreement. (See, for example, our approach to Koasati, ?6.1.) Our proposal
involves co-opting the interpretation of the restricted available geometries to fill out
the semantic paradigm space, within limits imposed by the nature of the features themselves.22
In previous work (HarANDKWAKIUTL.
MAXAKALI
GEOMETRIES:
4.1. FOURPERSON
the
we
discussed
facts of Maxakalf and
Ritter
Ritter
&
&
2002,
1998),
Harley
ley
Kwakiutl, both of which have inclusive pronouns. These languages, whose paradigms
are reproduced in Tables 14 and 15 respectively, are notable in that they appear to
manifest number distinctions in 1st person only. Both languages, however, have three
1st person pronouns: a singular, an exclusive plural, and an inclusive.

SINGULAR

PLURAL

1st ex
('0)g /('u)k
yOumug
1st in
('fi)m0g
'a
2nd
3rd
'(u)
TABLE14. Absolutive pronounsof Maxakali (Popovich 1986:352).

22Diana
Archangelipointed out to us that there is a naturalanalogueto this situationin the phonological
literature.Considerthe case of a phonemethatis specified for [ + low] and [ + front]featuressimultaneously.
The [ + low] feature pushes the tongue body back, meaning that it conflicts somewhat with the [ + front]
feature.Dependingon the structureof the rest of the phonologicalinventory,differentlanguageswill resolve
this conflict in differentways. Simpler systems will take advantageof the empty phonetic space in varying
directions,resulting in differentphonetic realizationsof the same geometry.
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1st ex sg
-En(L)
1st ex pi
-EnuexU
1st in
-Ens
2nd
-ES
3rd
TABLE15. Nominative pronounsof Kwakiutl (Boas 191la:529).

It is true of 1st person plural forms in general that they denote a mixed group
consisting of the speaker and other individuals. This is in marked contrast to 2nd and
3rd person plural forms, which may denote a group of addressees or a group of other
individuals, respectively. In natural language, there is no genuine 1st person plural-we
never speak in choruses.
Exploiting the fact that 1st person plurals do not refer to a group of speakers, but
rather to one speaker and either one or more addressees, or a speaker and one or more
other individuals, we argue that the pronouns in these languages contrast only in person,
and that in fact they do not express number at all. Support for this approach comes
from the observation that these languages, like Piraha, normally make no morphological
number or gender distinctions on nouns or verbs.
We propose that Maxakali and Kwakiutl make full use of the four different Participant
subgeometries available in the system. These subgeometries are depicted in 27.
(27)

Maxakali
Kwakiutl

Ist sg

2nd

1st ex pl

1st in

PART

PART

PART

PART

Addr

Spkr

'ug / 'ik
-En

'a
-ES

yuimg
-EnucXU

Addr

Spkr
'umug
-Ens

The fact that these languages make no number distinctions elsewhere in the grammar
strongly suggests that number features are simply not present in their feature inventories.
Thus, the only way to capture the contrasts among the four distinct 1st and 2nd person
pronouns is by means of person features.
On this proposal, the geometries for first person singular, second person, and first
person inclusive are entirely conventional. The activation of the Speaker node as contrastive (via the evidence provided by the inclusive form), however, makes another
potential geometry available to the language: Participant with a lone dependent Speaker
node. These languages exploit that representation to add an additional contrast to their
paradigm space: the 1st exclusive plural is represented with a dependent Speaker node
and is interpreted as referring to a group that includes the speaker-a first person plural.
(Of course, in the absence of an Individuation node in these languages, 3rd person is
represented as a bare RE node, as for Piraha above.)
This analysis makes a prediction that no language that uses person distinctions as
substitutes for number distinctions also has dual or trial/paucal numbers. This is certainly borne out in the languages discussed above, and in Aceh, the only other language
of this type in our database (see Durie 1985). More generally, we predict that no
language that uses person distinctions as substitutes for number distinctions will have
more than four distinct 1st and/or 2nd person pronouns, as there are only four possible
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geometries available to a language using only the Participantnode.23 See ?6.1 for
furtherdiscussion.
2ND PERSON
THEDEFAULTS:
INCLUSIVE.
4.2. OVERRIDING
Finally, we turn to a much-

discussed question:whetheran inclusive pronounis ever truly a 2nd personratherthan
a 1st person form. That is, since both the Speakerand Addressee nodes are active in
an inclusive form, one might expect that the morphologicalshape or other properties
of the inclusive pronounpatternwith 2nd person, ratherthan 1st person forms. In our
geometry, the Speaker and Addressee nodes are sisters, meaning that when they are
both active as in an inclusive form, it is at least theoretically possible for either to be
salient. Given our approach to universal defaults, according to which 1st person forms
in general are less marked than 2nd, a 2nd inclusive would presumably be rare, requiring
robust morphological evidence for acquisition. Nonetheless, it is a possibility in the
system presented here, but not in a system that identifies the 2nd person merely as
[-Speaker, + Participant]. We argue that robust morphological evidence for a 2nd
person inclusive exists in three distinct languages. Consider the paradigms in Tables
16, 17, and 18, from Yokuts (Penutian), Ojibwa (Algonquian), and Nama (Koisan).
SINGULAR

DUAL

PLURAL

1st
na'
na'ak'
na'an
*
mak'
2nd in
may
ma'
ma'ak'
ma'an
2nd ex
'amak'
'aman
'ama'
3rd
TABLE16. Yokuts nominativepronouns(Yawelmani dialect) (Newman 1944:231-32).

1st
2nd in
2nd ex
3rd

SINGULAR

PLURAL

niin
*
kiin
wiin

niinawint
kiinawint
kiinawaa
wiinawaa

TABLE17. Ojibwa pronouns(Schwartz& Dunnigan 1986:296).

1st
2nd in
2nd ex
3rd

tiita
*
saas
//'iis

PLURAL

DUAL

SINGULAR
FEM

MASC

FEM

MASC

tifta
sifkxmh
siffm
*
saam
saakxim
sadts
saakx6
saar6
// iYra
// iTkxa
// ip
TABLE18. Nama pronouns(Hagman 1977:44).24

FEM

MASC

sifse
sase
saaso
ll iiti

sifke
saake
sadko
// iiku

Note thatin each case, the inclusive form patternsmorphologicallyin the prefix with
the 2nd person forms. Despite the shape of these pronouns,some theorists, including
23In earlierwork (Harley & Ritter2002, Ritter & Harley 1998), we arguedthat Berik was a numberless
language that used the Speakernode for 1st plural in the absence of an inclusive/exclusive distinction.But
Corbett(2000:65), citing Westrum& Weisemann 1986, claims that while Berik does not marknumberon
its pronouns,it does mark agreementfor number and gender on the verb. If this is indeed the case, our
treatmentof its pronominalsystem will need to include these contrasts;an approachlike that we take to
Koasati (?6.1), where Individuationis presentbut not realized by the independentpronouns,appearsto be
indicated.
24In this
paradigm,// denotes a lateralclick.
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Zwicky (1977) and Noyer (1997), have arguedthat this similarityis not evidence that
the inclusive form is 2nd person. However, Dechaine (1999) gives two convincing
syntacticargumentsthat, in fact, the inclusive forms for Ojibwa in Table 17 should be
analyzedas 2nd person.First,the inclusive form may be used in the imperative,which
is otherwise restrictedto 2nd person forms. Second, there are two types of argument
agreementon the Ojibwa verb, direct and inverse. The direct form occurs when the
subject is 2nd person and the object is 1st person, and the inverse form occurs when
the grammaticalrelationsof these persons are reversed.The patternis laid out in Table
19. Crucially, the inclusive pronoun triggers the same agreementpatternas the 2nd
person (exclusive) ratherthan the 1st person; that is, when the subject is an inclusive
form, the marking is direct, and when the inclusive is the object, the inverse form
occurs.25
1ST SUBJECT

2ND SUBJECT

ISTOBJECT

-

direct

2ND OBJECT

inverse

TABLE19. Verb forms in Ojibwa.

In at least these two respects, then, it is the Addressee node, and not the Speaker
node, that is the componentof the pronouncrucial to the morphosyntax.We consider
these facts to constitute robust evidence for a separateAddressee feature.
5. DELIMITINGTHEAPPLICABILITY
OF THEGEOMETRY.It is obvious that there are many

morphosyntacticfeaturesand featuredistinctionswe have not touched on in the above
discussion. Some of them bear directly on the predictionsmade by a feature-geometric
approach;otherswere excluded from considerationbecause we feel thereareprincipled
reasons to set them aside temporarily.In this section we outline the reasons why we
set aside some putativecounterexamplesto the geometryand analyses we propose and
discuss some phenomenawe excluded from the geometry.
5.1.

CONSTRAINING THE FEATURE CONTENT OF A SINGLE GRAMMATICAL MORPHEME.

First, it is worthnoting thatthe geometry is designed to representthe featurecomposition of a single pronoun morpheme;polymorphemicpronounwords, which are produced by the juxtapositionof two or more featurebundles,may allow for combinations
of features that might otherwise be unexpected. In Spanish, for example, as seen in
Table 20, the nominativeand prepositionalcase forms of 1st and 2nd pluralpronouns
are markedfor gender while all other 1st and 2nd person pronounsare unspecified for
gender.This constitutesa violationof Greenberg's universal45: 'If thereareany gender
SINGULAR
MASC

FEM

PLURAL
NEUT

MASC

FEM

1st
yo/mi
nosotros
nosotras
2nd
tu/ti
vosotros
vosotras
3rd
el
ella
ello
ellos
ellas
TABLE20. Spanish subject and disjunctivepronouns(Plank & Schellinger 1997:70, table 13).

25
Moreover,neitherthe direct nor the inverse agreementform is acceptablewhen the noninclusiveargument is 2nd person. We attributethis ungrammaticalityto a constraint against the overlapping syntactic
referenceof the 2nd person(excl) andthe inclusive form, along the lines of Gu6ron's(1984:44) NONDISTINCTNESS CONSTRAINT.
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distinctions in the plural of the pronoun, there are some gender distinctions in the
singular also' (1963:96).26
On closer inspection we find that, unlike other members of the paradigm, these
pronouns are bimorphemic, nos + otroslotras and vos + otroslotras 'we + others(m/f)'
and 'you + others(m/f)' respectively. Thus, these pronouns consist of one morpheme
expressing person and number, but not gender (nos or vos), and a second morpheme
expressing number and gender, but not person (otros or otras). It is the combination
of these two morphemes that gives rise to this unexpected feature specification.27 Crucially, these Spanish pronouns do not contain a morpheme whose feature content consists of 1st or 2nd person and gender, but not number. In ?6 below we consider languages
that are more problematic in this respect.
5.2. RESTRICTION TO CLOSED-CLASS, CONTEXT-FREE FEATURES. A second restriction
in the applicability of this geometry is that it is designed to represent the distinctions
in functional or grammatical morphemes, specifically pronouns. What distinguishes
pronouns from substantive nouns is that their shared semantic content can be reduced
to a closed set of features, including person, number, and in some languages, gender.
For languages such as Thai or Vietnamese, which may have both an open class of noun
substitutes and a closed class of pronouns, we restrict our attention to the latter. Noun
substitutes are typically kinship terms or titles, and in some cases they function as
nouns. Tua, for example, a Thai 2nd person pronoun used to address an intimate also
functions as a noun meaning 'body' (Uri Tadmor, p.c.). Thus, unlike pronouns, noun
substitutes have morphosemantic content that is primarily lexical in nature. In fact, in
Thai, interpersonal relationships, rather than person or number, seem to be the major
consideration in choice among competing forms (see Cooke 1968 and Campbell 1969
for details).28
26

In his discussion of universal45, Greenberg(1963:96) does not specify any categorial restrictions.It
is worth noting, however, that gender distinctionsin the 1st singularare extremely rare. In a survey of 110
languages,we found only four thathave any genderdistinctionsin the 1st singular,a fact we returnto below.
27
Plank and Schellinger (1997:72) note that similar exceptions are found in Lithuanianwhere 1st and
2nd person dual pronounsare markedfor gender but singular and plural are not. On closer inspection, we
see that the Lithuaniandual pronounsare also bimorphemic,consisting of a pronominalstem morpheme
specifying person, and the numeraltwo, which is inflected for gender.
(i) Lithuanian(Plank and Schellinger 1997:71).
SINGULAR

DUAL

PLURAL

masc
fem
1st
mes
mii-dvi
as
mu-du
2nd
ti
jus
ju-du
ju-dvi
Plank and Schellinger discuss other violations of Greenberg'suniversal 45 that are more problematicfor
our analysis. We returnto these in ?6.3 below.
Given analyses of morphologicalsplitting like those of Noyer (1997) and Halle (1997), who treat the
Afro-Asiatic Imperfectconjungationwith a combinationof Fission and Impoverishmentmechanisms, it is
perhaps possible to view bi-morphemicrealizations of agreement features as instances of tree-splitting,
perhapsmotivatedas a way to repairfeaturegeometriesthatviolate a universalor language-specificconstraint.
28
It is not an easy task to distinguishbetween items that belong to the closed class of pronounsand those
that belong to the open class of noun substitutesin these languages. For example, Cole (1987:603), citing
Pingkarawat1985, provides the following examples, which show that khaw 'he' has the binding properties
of a pronoun,ratherthan a noun.
(i) Chartibook waa khawihen Nuan
see Nuan
Chart speak say he
'Chartjsaid that hei saw Nuan.'
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Similarly,it has been observedthatin particulardiscourse situations,speakersoccasionally use pronounswhose grammaticalperson, number,and/orgender specification
is incompatiblewith the propertiesof the referent.Some English examplesare provided
in 28.
(28) (Individualspeaking to a close friend/spousewho is clearly not in a good
mood)
a. Uh-oh, she's/we're in a good mood!
Cf. Uh-oh, you're in a good mood!
(Nurse talking to patient)
b. How are we feeling today, Mr. Smith?
Cf. How are you feeling today, Mr. Smith?
In such situations,power or solidarityconsiderationsoverridegrammaticalones. For
example, in 28a, the speakermay be distancinghim/herselffrom the situation,and in
28b, the speakermay be expressingsolidaritywith the addressee(see Brown& Levinson
1987). What is importanthere is thatthese atypicaluses triggerthe same formal agreement on the predicateas does the canonical use of these pronouns.2
This geometryis not designedto captureformalitydistinctions,which aredetermined
by the social context,or case distinctions,which aredeterminedby the syntacticcontext,
despite the fact that both form part of the pronominalparadigmsof the world's languages. Formality distinctions, like the discourse-licensed atypical usages described
above, express such things as relative statusof the speakerand addresseeor other, and
the speaker'sattitudeto the addresseeor other.In languageswith formalitydistinctions
in the pronominalsystem, these factors-part of the social context-are normallytaken
into considerationin determiningthe choice of pronoun. Ultimately, of course, one
would want to include at least case featuresin the geometry, since they are obviously
grammaticallyrelevant propertiesof the pronoun,but they will no doubt requirethe
addition of anotherorganizing node, for a couple of reasons. First, case differs from
person, number, and gender in that it is not reflected in external (verb) agreement
(Lehmann1988).30Second, Greenberg'suniversal 39, reproducedin 29, suggests that
case is not necessarily in the same naturalclass as the other featuresconsideredhere.
(29) Universal 39: Where morphemesof both numberand case are present and
(ii) *Khawibook waa Chartihen Nuan
he
speak say Chart see Nuan
'Hei said that Chartisaw Nuan.'
Tadmor (p.c.) observes that khaw is only used pronominally.Nevertheless, one might argue that this is a
noun substitutebecause it also seems to contain a significantamountof extra-grammaticalsemanticcontent.
According to Cooke (1968), khaw is used as a 1st person singularpronoun,in an intimate situation, if the
speakeris a young woman or child or if the addresseehas a slightly inferior status relative to the speaker.
It is used as a 3rd person singular pronounif the individual referredto has a status similar to that of the
speakerin a relativelyformal situation,or more generallyin a neutral(neitherformalnor intimate)situation.
See also Thomason & Everett2002 for discussion of the difference in borrowingpossibilities for pronouns
in open vs. closed systems.
29
Actually, in some such cases, the realizationof agreementis dependenton both the formal featuresand
the actualintendedreferentof the form, as Joseph(1979:520) illustratesfor the reflexive form of the 'nursely'
we. In examples like 'We seem a bit displeasedwith ourself/*ourselves,don't we?' the self-morphemeagrees
in numberwith the addressee,that is, the patient,althoughthe pronominalmorpheme'sfeaturesmatchthose
of we.
30 Lehmann
(1988:56-58) distinguishesbetween internaland externalagreement.The formeris expressed
on specifiers and modifiersinside the noun phrase,and never includes person.The latteris expressedoutside
the noun phrase, on governing verbs, nouns, and adpositions,and never includes case.
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both follow or both precedethe noun base, the expressionof numberalways
comes between the noun base and the expression of case. (Greenberg1963:
95)
If case is either not expressed in this geometry or if it is expressed by means of a
separatenode insertedor constructedby the syntax, we can account for its separation
from the morphologicalrealization of these other features.31Finally, given that we
assume that the nodes in the geometry are constrainedand motivated by conceptual
considerations,an investigationof the conceptualfoundationsof case systems would
be necessary to incorporatethem into the geometry. Such an investigation is beyond
the scope of this article.32
6. PREDICTIONSAND PROBLEMS.In this section we explore the limitations of the

proposedgeometry, identifying theoreticallypossible and impossible combinationsof
person, number,and gender features. We then look at some actual pronounsystems
that appearto defy our predictionsand explain why they are in fact not as problematic
as they first appear.
IMPLYSIMPLER
PRONOUNS
ONES.The feature geometry, reproduced for
6.1. COMPLEX

the reader's convenience as 30, appearsto permit almost any combinationof person,
number,and gender features.For example, 1st or 2nd person featuresshould combine
freely with any of the numberand gender features, since the latter are dependentsof
a separateorganizingnode.
(30)

ReferringExpression(= Pronoun)
INDIVIDUATION

PARTICIPANT

Speaker Addressee

Group

Minimal

CLASS

Augmented Animate Inanimate/
Neuter
Feminine
31

Masc ...

Bejar (2000) proposes that not just case but the entire geometry is constructedby the syntax, which
moves and merges featuresto constructwell-formed structuresdefined by the geometry we provide here.
32
It will likely turn out that the case node will need to distinguish between structuralcases, which are
assigned to subjectsand direct objects, and local or oblique cases, which are assigned to other noun phrases,
that is, between nominative,accusative, absolutive, and ergative cases on the one hand, and oblique cases
on the other. Silverstein (1985) notes that languages with nominal-basedergative splits assign ergative/
absolutiveor nominative/accusativecase on the basis of propertiesof the argumentitself. More specifically,
he argues that choice among these cases for agents and patientsin such languagescan be predictedwith the
hierarchyin (i).
(i) (l&2)non-Sg. > (1&2)Sg > 3 > ProperNames > Human > Animate > Inanimate
The Universityof KonstanzUniversalsArchive, a comprehensivearchiveof statementsof linguistic universals, lists a numberof counterexamplesto Silverstein'shierarchy,but significantly,they all involve reranking
of the differentclasses of DPs he originallyidentified.As for local cases, it has been arguedthat these often
evolve from nouns, verbs, or adverbs;see Blake 1994. The spatio-temporalspecificationof the source could
provide the conceptualcontent necessary for inclusion of these cases in a feature geometry.
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Assuming a model of feature acquisitionalong the lines of Rice & Avery 1995 or
Brown 1997, we expect that if a language has a pronoun with a complex geometry,
the simplergeometries that form the subconstituentsof the complex geometry are also
available in the language, as illustratedschematicallyin 31.
->

a

(31)

b

a

&

a

b

c

c

This constraintappearsto shed light on a numberof crosslinguisticgeneralizations
about pronouninventories. For example, dual never occurs unless the language also
has singularand pluralnumbers,because dual requiresthe activationof both Minimal
and Group nodes, and separatelythese nodes are used to express singularand plural,
respectively. Similarly,inclusive pronounsoccur only in additionto 1st person (exclusive) and 2nd person pronouns,because the inclusive person requiresthe activationof
both Speakerand Addressee nodes, and separatelythese nodes are used to express 1st
and 2nd personpronouns,respectively.These implicationalrelationshipsare illustrated
in 32.
(32) a.

->

INDV

Group
b.

Minimal
dual

Addressee
Speaker
1st inclusive

INDV

&

Minimal

Group
plural
-->

PART

INDV

singular
&

PART

Speaker
1st exclusive

PART

Addressee
2nd

Extendingthis generalizationwould also allow us to accountfor the observationthat
only a minorityof languageshave any genderdistinctionsin 1st or 2nd personpronouns,
and when they do, the 1st and 2nd person pronounsnever have any genderdistinctions
that are not also found in 3rd person pronouns.This is due to the fact that a gendered
1st or 2nd person pronouninvolves elaborationof both majororganizingnodes but a
gendered 3rd person pronouninvolves only elaborationof the Individuationnode.33
->

RE

(33)
PART

...

INDV

... Class ...

RE

PART

&

RE

INDV

... Class ...

33In our databaseof 110 languages, 63 languages have some gender distinctions in 3rd person (and/or
demonstratives).Of these, twelve also have some gender distinctionsin both 1st and 2nd person, and seven
also have some gender distinctions in 2nd person only.
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If the generalizationholds for Participantand Class nodes, it ought to hold also for
the Participantand Individuationnodes: there should never be more numbersin 1st
and 2nd person than in 3rd. But this implicationfails for Guarani(Tupi) and Koasati
(Muskogean),which have separatesingularandpluralpronounsfor 1st and 2nd person,
but only one 3rd personpronoun,unspecifiedfor number(and gender).34For purposes
of illustration,the Koasati paradigmis given in Table 21; the Guaraniparadigmhas a
similar structure.
SINGULAR

PLURAL

1st an6
kosn6
2nd isn6
hasn6
3rd
ibisn6
TABLE21. Koasati pronouns(Kimball 1991:417).

Forthese languages,it appearsas thoughthe Individuationnode has dependentnodes
marking number,but only in the 1st and 2nd person-that is, when the Participant
node is activated.35
RE

(34)
PART

...

->

RE

INDV

... Group

INDV

... ... Group ...

Given an interpretivetheory of morphologylike that of Anderson 1992 or Halle &
Marantz 1993, where morphemesinterpretthe morphosyntacticfeatures provided by
the syntax, ratherthan contributethem, an accountof this type of paradigmis possible
in terms of syncretism:the different geometries are in fact present in the 3rd person,
but the morphologicalinventory of the language does not provide distinct forms to
realize them. For Koasati, at least, this appearsto be the correct approach.Although
number on 3rd person pronouns is not marked, number agreement with 3rd person
nominal or pronominalargumentsis remarkablyrobustin the language-in fact, it is
quite complex (Kimball 1991). In 35, we illustrateone subcase of numbermarkingin
Koasati;we assume that the presenceof numberagreementwith 3rd person arguments
signifies the activationof the Individuationnode generally.
(35) Koasati singular, dual, plural

(Kimball 1991:446)

a. okip6fka-k o:w-a:y
whale-suBJLoc-go.about.SG/DU
'A whale is swimming about.'
34These are the
only languages in our databaseof 110 languages with this property.
35The oppositesystem,with numberonly in the 3rdperson,is also attested,butis completelyunproblematic
for our model. In Mohawk 1st and 2nd person pronounslack a numberspecification, but most 3rd person
pronounsconsist of a set of items thatarespecifiedfor bothnumber(singularor plural)andgender(masculine,
feminine, or zoic) (Mark Baker, p.c.). In our frameworkthe 1st and 2nd person pronouns would require
activation of only the Participantnode, and the 3rd person pronounswould requireactivation of only the
Individuationnode.
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b. okip6fka-k o:w-a:ya-:c
whale-suBJLoc-go.about.SG/DU-3NON.SG36
'Two whales are swimming about.'
c. okip6fka-k o:-yomahl
whale-suBJ Loc-go.about.pL

'Some whales are swimming about.'
In Guarani,however,thereis no obvious evidence thatthis is the rightway to proceed;
there is no numbermarkingon nouns and numberagreementon verbs is restrictedto
the 1st and 2nd persons. In the context of a plural 3rd person subject, an independent
word, hikwai,is used, but only if thereis no other 'wordindicatingpluralityin construction with the verbal phrases' (Gregores& Suarez 1967:155).
(36) pe mita h-ase-ma hikwai
that boy he-cry-all plural
'Those boys are all crying'.

(Gregores& Suarez 1967:155)

The singular/pluraldistinction in both 1st and 2nd person pronounsconfirms that
the Group dependentof the Individuationnode must be active in this portion of the
paradigm.As for 3rd person, it is unclear whether the independentplural word is a
form of agreement,licensed by an active Group node in the representationof the 3rd
person subject. If it turns out that hikwai is in fact an agreementmorpheme,then the
account proposed above for Koasati can be extended to Guarani.37
This framework further predicts
COMPLEXITY.
6.2. THELOWER
BOUNDONGEOMETRIC

thatwe might find a system thatis relativelyless complex thanthose we have discussed
to this point. In particular,we might expect to find a language that failed to activate
one of the major organizing nodes. In ?4 we proposed that Piraha, Maxakali, and
Kwakiutlare examples of languages that do not have an activatedIndividuationnode.
Many languages lack gender distinctions, including Acholi (Nilo Saharan),Brahui
(NorthernDravidian),and Tonkawa(Coahuiltecan);we interpretthis straightforwardly
as a failure to activate the Class node.
Greenberg'suniversal42 (1963: 96) states that 'all languageshave pronominalcategories involving at least threepersonsand two numbers'.Withrespectto persondistinc36Note that the Koasati dual
markinghere could be interpretedas additionalsupportfor our treatmentof
dual number as the combination of two features, Group and Minimal: the suppletive singular verb stem
a:y(a) is supplementedby the additionof a markerthat Kimball glosses as 'non-singular';we interpretthis
added markeras a realizationof the Group node.
37An analogous problem appearsto arise in the pronominalsystems of Arapesh, a Torricelli
language,
and Yidiji, an Australianlanguage, which have a 1st person dual pronoun,but no 3rd person dual, again
counter to the geometric predictionschematized in 31. These are the only two languages with this system
that we know of. Dixon (1977:166), discussing Yidiji, makes special mention of the fact that the dual 1st
person pronoun yali is extremely rare, and that the 1st plural form is normally used to denote groups of
two, one of whom is the speaker. Such a system is not impossible to acquire,given that the learnerwould
have positive evidence for the dual 1st person form. However, he or she would then 'expect' to hear a third
person dual, which would not be forthcomingin the input. While the pronominalinventoryof a language
like Arapesh or Yidiji may be learnable,we predict that systems of this type, which do not instantiatea
regular geometric progression of complexity, will be rare crosslinguistically and unstable over time. The
fact that the Yidijp1st dual pronounis very rarelyused, togetherwith the fact that closely relatedlanguages
of the Pama-Nyungansubfamily do not have a 1st dual pronoun,is at least consistent with this prediction.
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tions, this can be representedas the claim thatevery languagehas at least the following
set of distinctionsin its inventory:
RE

(37)
PART

RE

INDV

1st person

PART

RE

INDV

... Addressee
...
2nd person

INDV

3rd person

However,withoutexternalstipulationandassumingthe geometricanalysis,we might
expect to find languagesthat are exceptions to Greenberg'suniversalbecause they fail
to activate the Participantnode altogether,or they fail to activate the Addressee node
dependent on it. In other words, there might be a language that lacks 1st and 2nd
personpronounsaltogether,or has a single pronounor set of pronounsfor all discourse
participants.We conjecturethat a language with no 1st or 2nd person pronounsis a
languagewith no personalpronouns.In fact, this has been suggestedof Japanese,Thai,
and other SoutheastAsian languages, which use titles, kinship terms, names, and so
on in place of pronouns.38If this is indeed the case, then these languagesmake no use
of personfeatures.We would expect thatsuchlanguageswould also lack verbagreement
for person (as well as numberand gender).This is certainlytrue of Japaneseand Thai.
Are there languages that have a single pronounor set of pronouns,used to refer
alternativelyto the speakeror the hearer?Noyer (1992), citing Lipkind(1945) and Ken
Hale (p.c.), claims that the Winnebago(Siouan) singularpronounnee has exactly this
range of interpretations.
(38) 'I' or 'you' nee

'he/she'

(Noyer 1992:151)

?ee

Such a language would have only two person geometries as in 39.
RE

(39)
PART

RE

INDV

nee
1st/2nd person

INDV

?ee
3rd person

Noyer, however, notes that verb agreementis used to disambiguatebetween 1st and
2nd person interpretationsof nee. If this is the case, then this, like Koasati number,
can be reducedto syncretismin a paradigmthat contains distinct 1st and 2nd person
representations.

38 Kuroda
(1965) argues that Japanesepronounsare better analyzed as nouns ratherthan functional or
closed class items. Noguchi (1995) qualifiesthis claim, in thathe arguesthatthis is trueof personalpronouns,
but the language has a distal demonstrative(sore) which functions pronominallyin that it can be used as a
bound pronounwith inanimatereference. See also discussion of Thai in ?5.2.
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Michael Cysouw suggested to us that a more common scenario is exemplified by
Awa (East New GuineaHighlands).39As shown in Table 22, the independentpronoun
paradigmfor this language includes distinct singularpronounsfor 1st person and 2nd
person, but only one pluralpronoun,which may be used for either person. Again, on
an interpretivemorphologicalmodel, this is essentially the same phenomenonas that
discussed above for Koasati3rdpersonnumber:persondistinctionsundergosyncretism
in the plural.The form ite spells out any geometrywith a Participantnode and a Group
node and is not sensitive to the presence or absence of any featuresdependenton the
Participantnode.
SINGULAR

1st

ne

2nd
3rd

ade
we

PLURAL

ite
se
TABLE22. Awa pronouns(Cysouw 2001:117, table 4.25, citing Loving 1973:85).

With respectto number,Greenberg'suniversal42 can be convertedinto a claim that
every language has at least the following set of distinctions in its inventory.
INDV
(40) INDV
Group
plural
singular
As already noted in our discussion of Kwakiutl, Maxakali, and especially Piraha,
there seem to be languages that fail to make any numberdistinctions, although they
do make a plethora of person distinctions.There are even languages like Pirahathat
have a single pronoun for each person.40Given the absence of any grammaticalized
numberdistinctionsin the pronounsor elsewhere in the language(Everett1986), Piraha
can be treatedas not activatingthe Individuationnode at all.4'
In short, Greenberg'sclaim that all languages have pronounsystems with at least
threepersons and two numbersis subjectto exceptions, and the exceptions attestedare
in fact expected, given the geometry proposedhere. What we predictNOT to exist are
languages that use the same pronoun (or in a language with cases, the same set of
pronouns) for both 1st and 3rd or both 2nd and 3rd persons. In fact, none of the
languages we looked at has such a pronounor set of pronounsin its inventory.42
39
Cysouw 2001 providesa comprehensivesurveyof personandnumbermarkingin pronounandagreement
paradigms,butmakesno distinctionbetweenagreementandpronounsin its treatment.Cysouw does, however,
acknowledge that they may exhibit differentcharacteristics.See also n. 42.
40 Corbett
(2000:51) also cites Kawi (Old Javanese) and Classical Chinese as languages that have been
reportedto lack number.
41The notion of plurality is expressed in other ways, notably by conjunction or by the addition of an
associative/comitativePP. Everett(1986:281) tentativelylists, in additionto a 3rdpersonpronoununspecified
for numberand gender, one that is specified as feminine (xi) and anotherthat is nonhuman(xis). However,
Thomasonand Everett(2002) arguethatthese are not truepronouns,as they may appearonly when attached
to another word, and are used only contrastively, to emphatically distinguish the feminine or nonhuman
statusof the referent.The truefree 3rdpersonpronounhi has specifically masculinereferenceonly in contrast
with the xi affix.
42Michael
Cysouw informsus that Kawesqar(Alcalufan)has a pronouncaw for 2nd and 3rd person.We
predictthateitherthe persons are disambiguatedby verb agreement,or thatthis is an accidentalhomophony,
occurringin one case of the paradigm,but not elsewhere. Cysouw (2001) notes that syncretismin agreement
paradigmsis quite common, and that such syncretismsmay involve any combinationof persons. Notably,
however, syncretismsof person are virtuallyunattestedin paradigmsof (overt) pronouns.
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ONTHEEXPRESSION
OFGENDER.
Until now we have avoided discus6.3. CONSTRAINTS

sion of questionsof gender.We assume thatgenderis includedin the featurecomposition of a pronounwhen the representationincludes an activatedClass node. We assume
that Class is a dependent of Individuation,but we have not discussed the internal
structureof this major organizing node. The reason for this is that gender (or class)
featuresvary more widely in the world's languagesthan either person or number.For
example, while all languages seem to have at most four persons and four numbers,the
set of gender/class systems seems much less constrained.Some languages have no
gender markingwhatsoever;these include Acholi, a Nilo Saharanlanguage, Brahui,a
NorthernDravidianlanguage,and Tonkawa,a Coahuiltecanlanguage.Otherlanguages
have two or three genders. The limiting case is probably representedby the Bantu
languages,which have upwardsof ten distinctgendersor classes of nouns (see Corbett
1991). It may turnout that some systems involve an open-endedset of lexically determined classes while others involve a closed set of grammaticallydeterminedclasses.
The formerwould of course be beyond the scope of our geometry. Consequently,we
leave the problem of identifying the dependents of the Class node open for future
research.
DEPENDENCYOF GENDERON NUMBER.We assume that the Class node is a dependent

of Individuationbecause this capturesGreenberg'suniversal36, which states that '[i]f
a language has the category of gender, it always has the category of number' (1963:
95). To the best of our knowledge this universalis absolute.43At first glance, it is not
obvious that our proposalDOESin fact capturethis universaldependencyof gender on
number.In particular,how do we eliminate the possibility of a pronounsystem that
manifestsgenderdistinctions,but not numberdistinctions?Such a system would require
activationof the nodes Individuation,Class, and at least one dependentof Class, but it
would crucially not activateeither the Minimalor Groupnodes, as schematizedin 41.
(41)

INDV

INDV

I

I

CLASS

CLASS

xX

markedgender x
default gender
We suggest thatthe reason such a system could not exist is thatcomplex geometries
imply simplerones (see ?6.1). More specifically, a languagewith the geometriesin 41
would also have a geometry consisting of a bare Individuationnode in its inventory,
and the latter would be uninterpretablein a system with gender, but not number.
OF GENDERAND NUMBER.The dependence of gender on number is also
INTERACTIONS

expressed in Greenberg'suniversals 37 and 45, reproducedbelow.
(42) Universal 37: A language never has more gender categories in nonsingular
numbersthan in the singular.(1963:95)
(43) Universal45: If thereareany genderdistinctionsin the pluralof the pronoun,
there are some genderdistinctionsin the singularalso. (1963:
96)
43

The University of Konstanz Universals Archive lists no exceptions to this claim.
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These observationsareprecisely what we expect to find given the geometricimplications of complex representations.If a Class node may cooccur with Group,it follows
that it may alternativelyoccur without Group,since a representationwithout Groupis
less marked.
Most commonly we find systems like those schematizedin 44, wheregenderfeatures
are present in the singular, and perhaps also in the plural. The system in 44a is one
where the singularpronounsare specified for gender(via activationof the Class node),
and the plural pronounsare not. The representationof the singularpronounsincludes
a Class node dependenton Individuationbut no Groupnode; thatof the pluralpronouns
includesa Groupnode dependenton Individuation,but no Class node. The systemin 44b
is one whereboth singularandpluralpronounsarespecified for gender(via activationof
the Class node), and the pluralpronounrequiresactivationof both the Groupand Class
nodes. Since this plural in 44b has an extra node comparedto that in 44a, it is more
complex and hence more marked, and we would expect this type of system to be
relatively less common.
(44) Genderin singular,but not in plural
a.
singular

plural

INDV

INDV

CLASS

Group

b. Genderin singularand plural
singular

plural

INDV

INDV

CLASS

Group

CLASS

Note that the representationsin 44 are of course incomplete, as they lack the root
ReferringExpression,and in the case of 1st and 2nd person pronouns,the Participant
node and its dependents.Once we incorporatethese subgeometriesinto representations
thatalso include the nodes specifying personfeatures,the set of possibilitiesfor a single
language expands.In particular,a language might have both genderedand ungendered
singularpronouns,and both genderedand ungenderedpluralones, in differentpersons.
In terms of our geometric representations,such a language would only have a Class
node presentin a subset of person-numbercombinations.And in fact, most commonly,
we find gender distinctionsrestrictedto 3rd person singularpronouns(e.g. Dieri (Australian)andEasternPomo (Hokan)),or to 3rdpersonsingularand nonsingularpronouns
(e.g. Kaingang(Macro-Ge)and Kannada(Dravidian)).Both kinds of systems are consistent with universals 37 and 45.
Until recently it was thought that these universals were absolute, but Plank and
Schellinger (1997) demonstratethat there are a significant numberof exceptions in a
range of genetically distinct languages. Most of the exceptions they have found are
marked,but not impossible systems in our framework.Some of the examples involve
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polymorphemic pronouns, like the Spanish 1st and 2nd person forms treated in ?5.1.
For example, the Windesi and Wandamen dialects of Central-Western Yapen (Austronesian) have two genders in the 3rd person plural, but not elsewhere (see Table 23).
However, as Plank and Schellinger point out, 'it is the suffix -at which distinguishes
the human gender from the non-human one for 3rd person plural; and this same suffix
is obligatorily present in 1st and 2nd person plurals' (1997:63). In other words, human
gender is expressed by a suffix on a pronominal stem that itself expresses person and
number.
SINGULAR

DUAL

PLURAL

1st ex
1st in
2nd

jau
*
au

amun
nandu
mandu

amat
tatat
miat

3rd human
3rd nonhuman ."

i

sandu

siat
si

.

TABLE23. Independentpersonalpronounsin Windesi (Plank & Schellinger 1997:63, table 3, citing
Cowan 1955:48).

We suggest that exceptions of this type are amenable to the treatment for Spanish
outlined in ?5.1: the polymorphemic pronouns are analyzed as the result of the juxtaposition of two or more feature bundles. (See also the discussion of Lithuanian in n. 27.)
Plank and Schellinger also discuss a type of exception, exemplified by Katu (Katuic,
Mon-Khmer) and Palau (Austronesian) which, in their words, 'involves partial syncretism' (1997:64). In these languages, a 3rd person singular animate or human pronoun
is syncretic with an inanimate or nonhuman one, but the latter is unspecified for number,
leading to a paradigm such as that in Table 24.
1st ex
1st in
2nd

SINGULAR

DUAL

PLURAL

ku ~ dai
*
mai

yu'a
nhang
nhu'a

yi
he
pe

nhi (d6)
pi (d6)
3rd animate
d6
d6
3rd inanimate
d6
d6
TABLE
24. Personalpronounsin Katu (Plank & Schellinger 1997:64, table 4, citing Wallace 1966).

This class of exceptions is amenable to the treatment outlined in ?6.1 for Koasati
and Guarani. Given its L-shaped pattern of realization in the paradigm above, do is
clearly an elsewhere form, realizing a 3rd person geometry when no more fully specified
form is available. We claim that Katu 3rd person forms do have distinct geometries
for animate and inanimate in the singular, but that there is no pronoun in the inventory
to realize the distinct 3rd person singular animate geometry, which is hence realized
by the elsewhere form d6.
A third type of exception, exemplified by members of the Berber family, has gender
distinctions in singular and plural numbers of some persons, and in plural number only
of other persons. As Plank and Schellinger point out, this type of language would be
permitted on a generous reading of universals 37 and 45 that requires only that some
singular pronoun be specified for gender. Such languages pose no problem for our
model.
What we predict to be impossible are the systems schematized in 45 consisting of
a more complex gendered plural together with a completely unmarked singular, realized
as a bare Individuation node. Such a system contains singular pronouns that are only
ungendered, and gendered pronouns that are only nonsingular.
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(45) a. Genderin plural,but not in singular
plural
singular
INDV

INDV

CLASS

Group

b. Genderin some plurals,but not in singular
genderedplural
singular
ungenderedplural
INDV

INDV

Group

INDV

CLASS

Group

PlankandSchellingerdo list one languageof this type:Biak, a languageclosely related
to Wandamenand Windesi. The facts of this languageareprovidedin Table 25.
SINGULAR

DUAL

TRIAL

PLURAL

aid
nu
n'o
*
'u
'o
m'o
mu
au
i
su
s'o
si
i
s'o
na
su
TABLE25. Independentpersonal pronounsin Biak (Plank & Schellinger 1997:63, table 2, citing
Steinhauer1985:470, 475).
1st ex
1st in
2nd
3rd animate
3rd inanimate

The problemis that Biak appearsto make an animate/inanimatedistinctiononly in
the thirdpersonplural,not in the singular,which has its own separateform. The gender
distinctions appearonly in the plural number,not in the dual or trial numbers.There
are two different approachesthat we could adopt here. On the one hand, we could
assertthatBiak is also exhibiting syncretismof underlyinglydistinct geometriesin the
singular, and that i is a default, elsewhere form. This approach would need to be
substantiatedby independentevidence, perhapsfrom verb agreement,that the genders
are indeed distinct in the singular. On the other hand, in a different, somewhat more
radical approach,we could claim that Biak is a language that has overriddenthe UGsupplied default singular interpretationfor the Individuationnode. In Biak, the bare
Individuationnode would receive a plural interpretation;singular number would be
representedby activation of the Minimal node, dependent on Individuation.In that
situation, the least geometrically marked number would be plural, not singular,
and therefore, gender distinctions should occur in the plural but not in the singular.
Again, however, furtherinvestigation of the Biak number system would be required
before we could substantiatethis analysis. It would not be impossible for the child
learning Biak to override the defaults, as she or he would have positive evidence in
the form of the pluralgender distinctions,but a more complex acquisitionpath would
be expected. Further,we might expect to discover other evidence that plural was the
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unmarkednumberin the system;perhapsbarenominalsin Biak receive a defaultplural
interpretation.
The geometrythatwe have presentedprovidesa representationalexplanationfor the
restricted combinations of person/numberfeatures attested in the pronouns of the
world's languages.Depending on whetheror not an interpretivemorphologicalframework is adoptedin conjunctionwith the geometry,certainexceptional patternscan be
accountedfor by assuming syncretism;others are the productof complexity. In terms
of personandnumberfeatures,as far as we know, no systems exist thatarenot predicted
by the geometry. With a few exceptions, discussed above, pronominalforms with
gender also behave in accordancewith the predictionsof the geometry.
7. CONCLUSION.
Feature-geometricorganizationof phonologicalfeaturesgave theoreticiansa tool to capturethe idea of a naturalclass of phonologicalfeatures,permitting
an explanationof certain feature groupingsthat arise in the phonological patternsof
the world's languages. Morphologicalfeaturesgroup in the same way, althoughthere
arefewer of them, and the naturalclasses arenot connectedto theirphysicalrealization,
as is the case for phonological features.
We have proposedhere that a representationalaccountof featuregroupingsextends
naturallyto morphologicalperson and numberfeaturesand that the organizationof the
geometry is constrainedby basic conceptual categories. We show how the proposal
gives us insight into both the distributionof pronominalparadigmsin the world's
languages and the structureof unusualindividualparadigms.
Like its phonological counterpart,the geometry proposed here makes predictions
about possible and necessary contrastswithin a given system, as well as predictions
aboutwhat constitutesa naturalgroupingof features.These predictionsare falsifiable,
in two ways. A counteranalysiscould present facts that the particulargeometry we
propose cannot deal with but which could be handled by a revised geometry, with
different node values. Alternatively,it could be argued that the geometric approach
itself is untenableby showing that any geometry would be inadequateto account for
a certain paradigm.For example, a form in a paradigmmight show syncretismsthat
demonstratethat some node would need to be dominatedby the Participantand Individuation nodes simultaneously(for instance, an inclusive that collapsed sometimes
with 1st person singularforms and sometimes with 3rd person pluralforms). If such a
case could be found,it could demonstratethatthe geometricapproachto morphological
featuresis fundamentallyflawed. We claim, of course, that no such case could exist.44
The idea of a morphologicalfeaturegeometryas a representationaltool in itself does
not dictate a choice of theoreticalframework;indeed, we feel that at least the concept
of such a system of morphological features will be of interest to a broad range of
researchers.In some of our specific proposals (for example, for Koasati), it may be
apparentthat we are thinking in terms of an interpretivemorphology, like that of
or Halle and Marantz'sDISTRIBUTEDMORPHOLAnderson's A-MORPHOUSMORPHOLOGY
OGY. But nothing about the concept of a feature geometry in itself requires such an
approach.The insightsthe geometricapproachprovidesarecompatiblewith most extant
morphologicalframeworks,althoughsome of our specific proposalsmay not be.
Several majorresearchquestions now arise: the natureof the relationshipbetween
the geometry and the syntactic component, in particularwith respect to agreement
Our intuitionsuggests that it might be the case that a geometry-disprovingparadigmwould also violate
(1987) PARADIGM ECONOMYprinciple.Furtherinvestigationof the contrastivepossibiliCarstairs-McCarthy's
ties of feature-geometriesis necessary to determinethis.
44
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phenomena; the best way to integrate and represent gender and class features on the
one hand, and case features on the other; the representation of verbal morphological
features such as aspect, tense, and mood and their interaction with the nominal feature
system; and the spell-out of the geometry. We have demonstrated here that the geometric
approach has enough intrinsic merit to warrant the directed investigation of these and
related questions.
APPENDIX

a. Person: 1/2/3
Number: sg/pl

45 languages

LANG
Acholi
Ainu

FAMILY

Gilyak
Gulf Arabic,
Hebrew
Hausa
Iraqw
Central
Tamazight
Wolaytta
Bandjalang
Basque

Isolate
Afro-Asiatic

Semitic

Afro-Asiatic
Afro-Asiatic
Afro-Asiatic

Chadic
Cushitic
Berber

Afro-Asiatic
Australian
Basque

Omotic
Pama-Nyungan

Berik

Trans-New
Guinea

Brahui

Trans-New
Guinea
Trans-New
Guinea
Trans-New
Guinea
Uto-Aztecan

Daga
Tauya
Cahuilla,
Luisefio
Nahuatl
Albanian
Latvian
Dutch, English,
German,
Swedish
Greek
Balochi
Catalan,
French,
Romanian,
Spanish
Polish, SerboCroatian
Welsh
Chechen

SUBFAMILY

Isolate

No 3rd person pronouns;
demonstrativesused for this purpose

No 3rd person pronouns;
demonstrativesused for this purpose
NorthernTrans-New Sg/pl in 1st person only, no number
Guinea
distinction in 2nd, 3rd, but numberand
gender on verbs
NorthernTrans-New
Guinea
Main Section

Indo-European
Indo-European
Indo-European

Madang-Adelbert
Range
NorthernUtoAztecan
SouthernUtoAztecan
Albanian
Baltic
Germanic

Indo-European
Indo-European

Greek
Indo-Iranian

Indo-European

Italic

Indo-European

Slavic

Indo-European
North
Caucasian

Celtic
N. Central
Caucasian

Uto-Aztecan

NOTES

No 3rd person pronouns;
demonstrativesused for this purpose
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LANG
Kabardian
Georgian
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~~~LANGUAGE,
FAMILY

SUBFAMILY

North
Causasian
South
Caucasian
Uralic
Niger-Congo

Northwest
Caucasian
Georgian

Finnish
Godi6, Kongo,
San Salvador,
SouthernSotho,
Swahili
Haitian Creole
Nigerian Pidgin
Halkomelem
Lillooet
Kaingding,
Xokleng
Rikbatsa
Kannada
Koasati
Ladakhi
Lugbara
Mohawk

Macro-G6
Dravidian
Muskogean
Sino-Tibetan
Nilo-Saharan
Iroquoian

Paipai
EasternPorno
Turkish
Tzutujil

Hokan
Hokan
Altaic
Mayan

Creole
Creole
Salishan
Salishan
Macro-G6

b. Person: linllex/2/3
23 languages
Number:sg/pl
FFAMILY
LANG
AAustronesian
Aceh
AAustronesian
Sino-Tibetan

NOTES

Finno-Ugric
Atlantic-Congo

No numberdistinctionin 2nd person
CentralSalish
InteriorSalish
Ge-Kaingang
Rikbaktsa
SouthernDravidian
EasternMuskogean 3rd person unmarkedfor number
Tibeto-Burman
CentralSudanic
NorthernIroquoian 1st and 2nd person unmarkedfor
number
Esselen-Yuman
NorthernHokan
Turkic
Quichean-Mamean

SUBFAMILY

NOTES

Malayo-Polynesian Sg/pl in 1st exclusive only, no number
distinction in 1st inclusive, 2nd, or 3rd
Malayo-Polynesian
Chinese

Marshallese
Chinese,
Mandarin
Cubeo
Dakota
Dong
Kalihna
Kwakiutl

ITucanoan
Siouan
I)aic
( Carib
IWakashan

West Makian
CentralMarghi
Maxakalf

WVest
Papuan
Afro-Asiatic
Mlacro-G6

Miskito

Musumalpan

CentralSierra
Miwok
Halh,
Mongolian

Penutian

CentralTucanoan
Siouan Proper
Kam-Sui
NorthernCarib
NorthernWakashan Sg/pl in 1st exclusive only, no number
distinction in 1st inclusive, 2nd, or 3rd
North Halmahera
Chadic
Maxakalf
Sg/plI in 1st exclusive only, no number
distinction in 1st inclusive, 2nd, or 3rd
Objective and genitive case-marked
pronounsunmarkedfor number;
Nominative pronounsdistinguish
singularand plural in all persons except
1st inclusive, which has pluralonly
California
Singular inclusive form

Altaic

Mongolian

No 3rd person pronouns;
demonstrativesused for this purpose
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LANG
Ojibwa
Potowatomi
Pakaasnovas
Palauan
Quechua
Sirion6
Somali
Telugu
Yaore
Yatzachi
Zapoteco

FAMILY

SUBFAMILY

Algic
Algic
ChapacuraWanha
Austronesian
Quechuan
Tupi
Afro-Asiatic
Dravidian

Algonquian
Algonquian
Madeira

Niger-Congo
Oto-Manguean

NOTES

Malayo-Polynesian
Quechua 1
Tupi-Guarani
Cushitic
South Central
No 3rd person pronouns;
Dravidian
demonstrativesused for this purpose
Mande
Zapotecan

c. Person: 1/2/3
Number:sg/pl/du
LANG
Awtuw
Arapesh
Hmong Njua
Lithuanian
Tonkawa
Tunica
Wappo
Zuni

FAMILY

SUBFAMILY

Sepik-Ramu
Torricelli
Hmong Mien
Indo-European
Coahuiltecan
Gulf
Yuki
Isolate

Sepik
Kombio-Arapesh
Hmongic
Baltic

Navajo
CentralYupik

Na-Dene
Eskimo-Aleut

Nuclear Na-Dene

10 languages

d. Person: lin/lex/2/3
Number:sg/pl/du
7 languages
FFAMILY
LANG
SUBFAMILY
Chinook
Chinookan
FPenutian
Comanche
IJto-Aztecan
NorthernUtoAztecan
Dieri
Australian
Pama-Nyungan
Australian
West Barkly
Djingili
Australian
Ngandi
Gunwingguan
Ho
Austro-Asiatic
Munda
Nama
Khoisan
SouthernAfrica
45
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NOTES

Dual in 1st person only

Dual in 3rd person masculine only
Dual in 3rd person only
No separatedual form for 1st & 2nd
person nominative& accusative
pronouns-dual numberexpressed via
verb agreement;separate 1st and 2nd
dual genitive pronoun,as well as 3rd
nom., acc., and genitive
Obviative 4th person45
Obviative 4th person

NOTES

Mary Willie and Eloise Jelinek inform us that the so-called 4th person is bettercharacterizedas a type
of 3rd person form, whose distributionis not thoroughly understood.It appears in some contexts to be
behaving like an obviation marker,singling out referents who are not 'proximate' in the discourse (i); in
others, it seems to have a politeness function, used in conjunctionwith kinship terms or in place of the first
person when it is appropriateto 'distance' the speakerfrom a request or desire. In some cases, it seems to
affect the aspectualinterpretationof an embedded event, providing a type of imperfectivereading.
naalnish. Doo eii Seelii bil
(i) Jaan Jein yil
njilnishda.
John Jane 3.with 3.works Not
Sally 3.with 4.works
'John works with Jane. He doesn't work with Sally.'
Whatever the correct treatmentof these extremely interesting forms, we do not attemptto incorporate
them into our geometryfor the same reasonswe omit formalityconsiderations(?5): the principlesthatgovern
the appearanceof the 4th person are clearly context-dependent.For furtherdiscussion, see Willie 1991.
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SUBFAMILY

e. Person: 1/2/3
Number:sg/pl/du/trial-paucal

NOTES

1 language

LANG

FAMILY

SUBFAMILY

NOTES

Yimas

Sepik-Ramu

Nor-Pondo

No 3rd person pronouns;
demonstrativesused for this purpose

f. Person: lin/lex/2/3
Number:sg/pl/du/trial-paucal

2 lanuages

LANG

FAMILY

SUBFAMILY

Fijian
Tok Pisin

Austronesian
Creole

Malayo-Polynesian

g. Person: 1/2/3
Number:sg/pl/du
1 language
LANG
FAMILY
SUBFAMILY
Kiowa
Kiowa-Tanoan
Kiowa-Towa

h. Person: 1/2/3
Number sg/pl
LANG
Kutenai

NOTES

No 3rd person pronouns;
demonstrativesused for this purpose;
Pronominalprefixes on verb encode
person and sg/pl/du/ number46

1 language
FAMILY

SUBFAMILY

Isolate

i. Person: lin/lex/2/3
Number:none (sg/pl)
LANG

NOTES

NOTES

Word forms for 1st and 2nd person
only, showing numberdistinctions47;
clitics for all three persons unspecified
for number

2 languages

FAMILY

SUBFAMILY

NOTES

Arawakan
Campa,
Peren6 Ash6ninca

Maipuran

Mixteco
Chalcatongo

Mixtecan

m/f gender in 3rd person;
Plural suffix -payeeri can attachto
nouns and pronounsbut it is
infrequentlyused
Pronominalprefixes on verb encode
pluralnumber

Oto-Manguean
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